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Chronicle Special Report
A serious new threat to
independent media
The independent press is on shaky ground. and
there was recently another major tremor.
It 's well-known that the alternative press lives
from paycheck to paycheck, struggling against
corporate pressure as well as their own bills. The
pressure now. however. is coming from the inside
as well as out.
The Independent Press Association , a nonprofit
advocate of indie media. has been shifting under
the weight of an ever-increasing number of publications that lean on it- and it might be about to
crack.
On Oct. 19, publ ishers on the lPNS listserv,
including Punk Planet, Venus, The Progressive,
Giant Robot. and many others recei ved an email
from lPNS president Richard Landry citing cash
flow problems due to the "very nasty, consequence of media consolidation.'' Some of these
magazines have been waiting fo r payment from
lPNS for months, and many are concerned about,
not only their future sources of income. but the
future of independent publishing in general.

See the full story on Pull-out page 6.
Mauricio RubioiThe Chronicle

Icing on the cake
A sweeping celebration for the Chicago White Sox
World Champion Chicago White Sox players (left to right) Aaron Rowand, Geoff Blum, Joe
Crede and Neal Gotts wave from a double-decker bus in a storm of confetti at Washington and
LaSalle Streets during a rally to celebrate their sweeping victory in the World Series. A parade
starting near U.S. Cellular Field and ending up in the South Loop on Oct. 29 drew thousands of
White Sox fans who decended upon the South Loop to celebrate their continuing support of
"Ozzie-ball" team. The White Sox completed a four-game sweep of the Houston Astros on Oct.
26, finishing the postseason 11-1.

Block 37 etnpty no longer Administration
Construction to begin
b th
d of 2005
Y e en
By James Ewert
Assistant City Beat Editor
Last week, the streets surrounding Chicago's now infamous Block
37, at 108 N. State St. experienced
lane closures due to upcoming construction on the site that has been
tenantless for more than 16 years.
City officials shut down the lanes
and sidewalks around the block,
which has dom1ant in the center of
the Loop's theater. business and
political districts. The closures
were a planned exercise to simulate
traffic conditions expected next
month when construction is set to
begin.

\~ell,"

"[ think it went
said Ty
Tabmg, executive dtrector of the
Chicago Loop Alliance. Tabing,
who spoke with city officials after
The 14-hour test run, on Oct. 25
said the city learned a lot about traffie panerns that will impact the area
when work begins by the end of the
year.
" We've worked with the city and
developer to plan and refine the
project. and we've also looked at
the impact the project will have on
traffic:· Tabing said.
The traffic simulation was the
first tangible step developers and
the city have taken toward a project
at Block 37 since the site was
demolished and vacated for redevelopment in 1989. For the past 16
years, the city has been working to

..,..,r------------.,,.......,...,'W',.....,

develop the block at 108 N. State
St. and appears to finally have a
plan that works, according to
Constance Buscemi . of the
Department of Plannmg and
Development.
"We've been trying to develop
that piece of property for a while
and we've found the project that
works well there," Buscemi said.
"There weren' t any real developer
projects in the past. There were
ideas for projects. but they never
really materialized."
The developer for the multi-million dollar. mulit-purpose bui lding
development is the Arlington. Va.based Mills Corp., known locally
for the Gurnee Mills shopping center in Lake County.
Arnie DeLuca, spokeswoman for
Mills, said the company has signed
on architecture firms Perkins and
Will, Gensler, and Rockwell Group
to design the project. The mixed
use development will feature
400,000 square feet of retai l space,
200,000 square feet of office space,
200 to 300 residential units and an
equal number of hotel rooms.
"The project will be a unique
Chicago icon that stays true to the
city's architectural heritage,"
DeLuca said.

See Block 37, Page 19

error leads to new
J-sesston
• schedule
Faculty rush to
reschedule ]-session
course times

spring semester reg istration.
Garfield said the course schedules
will be reworked before then so
students can plan ahead.
The new academic calendar
By Hayley Graham
includes a shon January session.
Campus News Editor
which allows students to take an
College otlicials arc scrambling intense. three-week-long course.
to reschedule J-session because eaming up to fou r credit hours durthe original schedule was set to ing holiday break. The credits arc
begin on Jan. 2. the federal obser- awarded to the spring semester.
vation day for the
The debut of
New Year's holi"It ~~ our error and we
the new academday.
apologize. We just didn 't ic calendar that
Columbia facu lty
think about it. .,
started during the
is currently working
fall 2005 SCillCS·
to fi x the recently
ter also con flict- Jan Garfield,
ed with a federal
recognized mistake
associate provost and vice
The
by quickly rearranghoi iday.
president of academic affairs
ing the schedules of
semester began
January
session
on Sept. 6, the
courses to start fo llowing day, day after Labor Day, causing coursaccording to Jan Garfield, associate es scheduled on the holiday to lose
provost and vice president of aca- a class period during the 15-week
demic affairs.
semester. The new and improved
''It's our error and we apolo- academic calendar creates an uningize," Garfield said. "We just did- terrupted five-week-long holiday
n't think about it."
break, rather than ending the last
Students can register for J-ses- few weeks of fall semester after a
sion starting on Nov. 7 during two-week-long holiday break.
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By Jeff Danna, Editor-in-Chief

Campus News
elieve me when I say I' m
track. I played volleyball. I was
happy the White Sox won
never a jock, but I was captivated by the competitive nature of
the World Series.
sports. After awhile, though, I
Seriously, I am. But I'm overgrew tired of competing and
joyed that baseball season is
over, because America's pastime spewing what I saw as useless
statistics learned from the backs
has become an unnecessary
of trading cards.
frustration in my life.
Here in The Chronicle office,
My feelings about sports
became more philosophical. For
several of my friends are
instance, I like the idea of basediehard Sox fans, and for the
ball rather than the game of
past month, the first thing I've
encountered when I've walked
baseball. Baseball is fascinating
through the door in the morning to me as an American cultural
is a crowd of journalists singing force. Like music, baseball is
this great institution capable of
the praises of their fa vorite
uniting or dividing diverse
team.
groups of people. Fans bond
When I talk to my family on
while watching, playing or simthe phone or I visit for the
weekend, baseball is the topic of ply speaking passionately about
choice in most conversations.
the game, yet these people can
My 14-year-old brother has
be as different or more than the
North Side and the South Side.
played the game for about half
his life; my dad has been the
Everyone has a different reason
coach of his teams and my mom for enjoying baseball, and it's
those differences that lead to
has been the devoted fan. Me,
I'm the outsider. I attend some
interesting, baseball-based relagames, but I usually end up sittionships.
My feelings toward baseball
ting in the bleachers reading
can be summed up by Woody
The New Yorker.
Allen in "Annie Hall." During a
Now that major league baseball is on vacation until spring
flashback when he is at a cocktail party with his then-wife and
and my brother is wrapping up
his fall season, I' m feeling
a group of pretentious, New
relieved. For a few months I can York intellectuals, he is sitting
have discussions about somealone in a room watching a New
York Knicks basketball game.
thing other than batting averWhen his wife finds him, she
ages of big league players and
the frustration of rushing a car
criticizes him for preferring to
full of teenage athletes to a dou- watch sports than hobnob with
the guests.
ble-header on the weekend.
"What's fascinating is that it's
At this point, I must make it
physical," he retorts. "You
clear that I don't hate baseball
or, for that matter, sports in gen- know, it's the one thing about
intellectuals: They prove that
eral. I'm just not an enthusiast.
you can be absolutely brilliant
In fact, I was once a sports guy.
and have no idea what 's going
I closely followed the Chicago
Bulls dynasty in the 1990s. I ran on."

B

It 's the idea that it isn't the
game that is interesting; it's
what the game means that is
interesting. Where my friends
would love to talk specifics of
last week's final World Series
game- Jerrnaine Dye's eighthinning single that helped score
the Sox's only and winning run;
Juan Uribe 's over-the-wall
catch- I'd rather talk about,
say, what this win means for
Chicago. Will the South Side
become next year 's top tourist
destination? How will
Chicagoans remember this in
another 88 years? Baseball is
such an essential part of this
city's cultural fabric that a
championship for one of its
teams will significantly alter
people's way of life. To me,
that's more important than
Game 4 trivia.
On the night the White Sox
defeated the Houston Astros, I
was sitting at the bar of an
Edgewater pub watching the
final two innings on a television
hanging on the wall. I couldn't
help but smile at the Sox's victory, but I guarantee that if I had
been in a Bridgeport joint, I
would have been searching for
an exit instead. Seeing the game
on the North Side was a lowkey affair, aside from the cheers
of a few hardcore fans. But, for
me, a South Side celebration
would have just enhanced my
frustration with baseball and its
rabid followers.
Now at least I can feel like I
was a part of history and not
just an outsider in the middle of
a drunken, South Side mob.

mentary

Beat

Announcements
Crafty Culture
Columbia's Institute for the Study of Women and
Gender in the Arts and Media presents a panel discussion titled "Crafty Culture: Feminism, Activism
and the DIY Ethic." The panel will take place Nov.
3, from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. at the Film Row Cinema, on
the eighth floor of the 1104 S. Wabash Ave. The
panel will feature local women active in the Chicago
"do it yourself' art community, including Cinnamon
Coopere, Annie Tomlin and Alejandra Valera. For
more information, call Audrey Michelle Mast at (312)
344-8829.

Wise Ass Comedy Night
Bust a gut at the Wise Ass Comedy Night Nov. 3,
from 6 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. in the Hokin Annex of the
Wabash Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash A ve. The
Wise Ass Comedy Night is open to the public and
showcases stand-up, improvisation and sketch comedy by Columbia students. There will be an open mic
and audience participation improv games. The event
is free, but early arrival is recommended. For more
info rmation. call Sharod Smith at (312) 344_-7188.

20th Annual Fall Open House

- jdanna@colum.edu

Join faculty, students and staff at the 20th Annual
Fall Open House Nov. 5, from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. All
campus buildings will be open to tours and there will
be individual department presentations. Every academic department will be represented, as well as the
Campus Portfolio Center. Sign up to attend this free
event. For more information. call the Campus of
Undergraduate Admission at (312) 344-7130.

Why do you think it took the
White Sox so long to get to
the World Series?

Entheogenic Plants and Chemicals

"The la.~t few years they've been getting it
together. This year everything mixed well
and they .~parked."
- John Warburton, freshman,
photography

Columbia professor Louis Silverstein will be hosting a panel to discuss research into the use of psychoactive sacramental plants and chemical substances
by Columbia professor Kathleen Gillogly and
Northern Illinois University professor Thomas
Roberts. The panel, "From Visionary Experience to
Spiritual Life: Entheogenic Plants and Chemicals," is
part of the ongoing Intersections program and will
take place Nov. 2, at the Chicago Cultural Center, 78
E. Washington St. For more information. visit
www.intersections.colum.edu or call (312) 744-6630.

"I only like the White Sox because of
their uniforms. Ifyou have good
fashion sense you 're bound to win
something. "
- Nastasha Prunty, freshman,
broadcast journalism

THE

COLUMBIA
"Everytme really decided that the only
way to make thl.~ work wa.~ ttJ work
ltlgether."
- Ajay Milan, 11enlor,
theater

"They did it; It~~ awe.~ome. I don 't care If
itltJok them 200 yearl·. "
-Shawn Jung, junior,
advertising

c HRONICLE

If you have an upcoming event or
announcement, call The Chronicle's news
desk at (312) 344-8964 or e-mail
chronicle@colum.edu.
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'Journeys' through
nonfiction stories
Creative Nonfiction
Week celebrates
true stories
By Cyryl Jakubowski
Staff Writer

It's a symbiotic relationship
between fact and fictio n: Call it
creative nonfiction or narrative
journalism, but the essence stays
the same. It's a mix of inventive
and fact-based writing meant to
engage, stimulate and paint the
picture of a story through fiction
writing techniques.
At its core, creative nonfiction
is all about storytelling, and it was
this focus that paved the way for
the seventh annual Creative
Nonfiction Week at Co lumbia.
Sponsored by the Journalism,
Fiction and English departments,
the week featured an eclectic mix
of readings by successful writers,
electric panel discussions and
opportunities for students and faculty to read their work to the public.
"What we try to do is choose
guests who are engaging to students and the general public, who
are expressing their own voices
through real life," said Nancy
Day, chair of the Journalism
department.
This
year 's theme
was
" Journeys ," and the four-day
event led up to a reading and conversation w ith Adrian Nicole
LeBlanc, author of Random
Family: Love, Drugs, Trouble and
Coming of Age in the Bronx .
LeBlanc hosted the discussion on
Oct. 27 at the Columbia 's Film
Row Cinema, II 04 S. Wabash
Ave. The talk focused on listening: journalist as an instrument.
But the week was a setting for
var ious authors to share their

experiences and tips about the
craft of writing.
" I don't have to make any universal claims-! don't have to
give any truth that we all agree
upon," said Mimi Schwartz on
Oct. 24 before reading from her
book Thoughts from a Queensized Bed.
She believes in the strength of
smaller moments that lead to the
large points of her stories.
" I' m trying to capture the spirit
of what happened," Schwartz said.
"If you capture the spirit I think it's
[truer] than a transcription."
A various range of book topics
were discussed during the week.
Some of the highlights were
books on marriage, life, the experience of teaching Buddhism in
Cambodi a, as well as illega l
expulsion from Zimbabwe.
Columbia welcomed autho rs
Alan Burdick, Andrew Meldrum,
Stephen Asma, Joel Garreau and
Sam Weller, among others, whose
work in the medium has generated
accolades.
"You can try anything you
want," said Weller, professor in
the Fiction Writing department
and author of The Bradbury
Chronicles: Th e Life of Ray
Bradbury. Weller served as a panelist along w ith Burdick and
Garreau during the " Brave New
World" discussion on Oct 26.
"No other field exemplifies the
idea of breaking rules and blowing open boundaries than creative
non-fi ction writing," Weller said.
Moderated
by
Maria nne
Murciano, Wednesday 's " Brave
New World" panel focused on
the writer 's craft. The writers
talked about indi vidual routines
that writers have, the importance
of staying organized, and the
See Nonfiction, Page 11

of lrv Meyer

Jake Caret worked fo r Co lumbia 's bu ilding s ervices for 25 yea rs and was a "jack of a ll trades." He
was a key contributor to the colleges early growth, build ing e verything fro m be nc hes to s tudios.

Ca!!Jenter helped build
Colum.bia frotn ground up
Jake Care£, 1919-2005
By Hayley Graham
Campus News Editor

Back in 1964, when Columbia
was located in a rented warehouse
space on North Lake Shore Drive
and struggling to make ends meet,
Jake Caref was essential to building Columbia 's growth. The
Columbia employee of 25 years
passed away Oct. 24, but his work
on campus is still recognizable to
staff who knew him.
Caref served the college from
1964 to 1988, when he retired. He
was a master carpenter who built
everything a growing coll ege
would need, from classrooms to
sinks to frames for artwork. During
the early 1970s Caref became the
supervisor of the Building Services
staff, while continuing to serve as
master carpenter at Columbia.
" He was an amazing g uy to
work with," said friend o f Caref,
Norman A lexandroff, director of
student communications . " He
just nurtured a ll of the bui ldi ng

services staff as they came
through the ranks."
Alexandroff described Caref
as a jack of all trades and a carpenter extraordinaire, noting that
he understood everyth ing from
plumbing to e lectric ity to carpentry. While Columbia was getting on its feet, he was building
sinks for darkrooms and studios
out of plywood.
"As the college got bigger there
were more areas that needed remodeling and work done," said lrv
Meyer, building engineer and longtime friend of Caref. "And he just
stepped right in and did whatever
needed to be done at the college."
Born in Poland in 1919, Caref
was trained as a carpenter in
Europe, and then came to the
United States shortly after World
War II. Meyer said it was great to
learn old European methods of carpentry from Caref.
" He was a real craftsman; he
knew how to do things the right
way," Meyer said.
Another friend of Caref, Patrick
Baker, manager of Columbia's

south buildings, said Caref never
lost interest in the college. Even
after retiring he would still work at
the college for a few months during
the summer and would religiously _
visit with fri ends and form er
coworkers every Monday over coffee. Meyer said Caref used this
time to brag about his children and
talk about social injustice.
"He was interested in the world,
and if he saw injustice he talked
about it," Baker said.
Caref was a world traveler
who was fluent in six languages .
He was extremely knowledgeable about Russian literature,
politics and philosophy; and he
acti vely worked with the
American civil rights mo vements, according to Alexandroff.
He is survived by his wife, Anne,
and thei r four children, Willy,
Benji, Rina and Shelly.
"The whole world didn't know
him, but the world will certainly
miss a person like Jake," Baker said.
A memorial service will be held
for Caref within the next few
months.

Union dispute still in limbo
By Jessica Pearce
A ssistant Campus News Editor

Rublo!The Chronicle

Autho r Adrian Nicole LeBlanc s pe aks at a reading a nd conve rsatio n focus ing on na rra tive jo urnalis m on Oct. 2 7 a t the Film
Row Cine ma during Columbia's c rea tive nonfictio n week.

The one year ar.niversary of the
contested election to unionize the
staff members of Columbia has not
gone unnoticed. Members of the
United Staff of Columbia College
are still determined to bring a union
to Columbia and are getting word
out using a newsletter, the US of
CC Offline, as well as a petition to
the Illinois congressional delegation.
"We decided we needed a way
for staff to talk to each other about
what's happening," said Joan
McGrath, US of CC spokesperson
and administrative assistant to the
chair of the Film and Video
Department. "We also needed a
way to empower staff to support

the union without having to be
'out." '
Some staff members of
Columbia began trying to organize
a union over a year ago, with goals
of providing better job security, fa ir
wages and preservation of benefits
to its members. According to its
website, the US of CC is concerned
about the loss of some of its retirement benefi ts and fears that any
further cost cutting at the school
will "continue to erode our wages,
benefits, and working conditions."
US of CC decided to be represented by the Illinois Education
Association, an association with
members that include Illinois educators ranging from elementary and
secondary school teachers to higher
education faculty and staff such as
Columbia 's part-time faculty to

college students studying to
become teachers.
One of the reasons US of CC
decided to organize with the lEA is
because they would be considered a
separate group and would not have
to join another local branch that
might not be affiliated with
Columbia.
In October oflast year, US of CC
members held an election to determine if the staff of Columbia wanted to form a union. The vote ended
with 15 8 votes opposed to the
union and 138 in favor. However,
58 votes were challenged by the
National Labor Relations Board
because the names were not on the
list of eligible voters. The number
of votes disputed could have an
See Un ion , Page 6
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The Music Center of Columbia College Chicago
1014 S. Michigan at 11th St.

Concert

Hall

Events

Monday October 30

Freshmen Music Project
7:00PM
Tuesday November 1

Student Concert Series
7:00PM
Wednesday November 2

Student Jam, Your Song
Here: Student Originals
12:30 PM
Thursday November 3

Jazz Gallery in the Lobby
with Bobbi Wilsyn and
Brienn Perry
12:30 PM

more info: 312/344-6300
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tee Dance
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Union:
President's Club asks for steep fees No
word on
By Eric Kasang
Staff Writer

-

It's hard to place a value on things
like education, but most students
can speak to the high cost of attaining it. People who remember the
scrimping and saving they did to
make ends meet in college may
want to try to help today's students
by donating to scholarship funds.
One such organization, the
President's C lub Scholarship Fund,
does a lot for students, but its membership fee may be too much for
some people to join.
The President's Club is an organization that switched three years ago
from being strictly a scholarship
fundraising organization to a recognition society. It recognizes people
based on what they donated to the
President's Club rather than which
area or department of Columbia
received the money.
Columbia faculty and staff have
to pay $500 to join the President's
Club, said Marcia E. Lazar, the
chairperson for the President's Club
and a Columbia trustee. All other
donors must pay at least $ 1,000 to
join for the year. The standard donation used to be $500, but it was
raised to $1,000 three years ago.
The President's Club collected
$479,690 in donations within the
last fiscal year, according to Kim
Clement, the assistant vice-president
of development for the Office of
Institutional Advancement. Nine
percent of those donations went to
the scholarship fund while 91 percent was disbursed into other areas.
This year's amount to the scholarship fund is also holding at 9 percent.
Restricted donations go towards a
donor's specified fund, said Lazar.
Donations could go to the scholar-

ulty English Composition II professor at Columbia, said that the membership fee should be on sliding
scale. This would make it easier to
s;ollect more donations from people
who can't afford the $500 membership.
"If the goal is to raise money for
the students, it should seem they
[would] want donations in any
form," Mullally said.
To Zulma Ocainpo, an adjunct
Spanish , language professor at
Columbia, the $500 membership fee
"If the goal is to raise
seemed high for part-time faculty
money for the students,
when considering other living
it should seem they
expenses. She said that besides
union dues, transportation costs also
{would} want donations
eat into her salary.
in any form."
Along with the $100 a semester
union dues paid to the Part-Time
-Shannon M ullally,
Faculty Association of Columbia,
adjunct faculty member
she said that other departments are
donors earn when they join the also soliciting donations.
According to Julian Brown, the
President's Club include access to
VIP seating and invite-only privi- treasurer for P-fac, the part-time
leges to a reception with the featured professors' pay is based on a sliding
artist from the "Conversation in the scale. A part-time faculty member
Arts: Up C lose With" series. makes $3,000 per class. A part-time
Although non-donors are permitted professor can only teach up to three
to purchase tickets and to attend the classes per semester. After teaching
"Up Close" programs, only over 21 credit hours, a professor will
President's Club members are invit- move up to another pay grade. The
ed to the reception with the artist.
maximum amount a part-time proShe also said that at the next "Up fessor can earn is $4,300 per class
Close" program with Sound of after teaching 140 or more credit
Music star Julie Andrews, the hours.
President's Club is going to
However, Rose Economou, a fullannounce that it is giving away time journalism professor at
$100,000 worth of scholarships. Columbia, has a different perspecThese scholarships are based on the tive about the donation amount. She
students' financial needs and will be said that people should try to donaie
directed more toward juniors.
more money because it goes toward
Although the collected donations students and the arts.
benefit Columbia and a select num"One thousand dollars to have a
ber of students, the cost of member- conversation in the arts-let's up
that to $2,500 or $5,000, because I
ship may alienate potential-donors.
Shannon Mullally, an adjunct fac- think it's worth it," Economou said.
ship fund, another department or an
operations budget, among other
areas. Unrestricted donations end up
in areas where the money is most
needed.
Lazar said that the President's
Club looks for donations from
Columbia staff and faculty, as well
as from outside sources.
"We're trying to attract parents,
alums and people in the greater
Chicago community," Lazar said.
Lazar said that some of the perks

Is proud to present a panel discussion
with women active in the local DIY arts community:
graphics professional and "craftivist"Cinnamon Cooper;
Time Out Chicago's Annie Tomlin;
and painter/poet Alejandra Valera .
Crafting - knitting, scrapbooking, sewing and more- can b e a
hobby, and it can also be a way to reclaim traditional women's work w ith a
modern spin, start one's own business, save money, reject prepackaged
or sweat shop-produced merchandise, recycle, raise funds or donate goods
for charitable cau ses, and mobilize for political action.
The mission of the Institute is to research, debate, archive,
and investigate significant societal and cultural issues related
to women a nd gender in the arts and media. Through creative work
and theory produced in all the creative disciplines of the College, the
Institute works to engender further knowledge and appreciation of
women artists; understanding of gender issues in art production and
presentation, including processes, displays, and methodologies;
research in a r ange of disciplines; and exploration of how gender
affects access, r epresentation, equity and participation in the arts.
Join us for some crafty discussion, cookies and tea!

appeal decision
Continued from Page 3
effect on the results of the election, so the NLRB began an
investigation.
On April 15, the NLRB issued
recommendations on how to handle the objections raised. The
board recommended that 42 of
the challenged votes be counted
toward the total. If31 of the votes
were pro-union, then Columbia
staff members would unionize.
However if the challenged votes
did not make a pro-union majority, the election could be thrown
out entirely and a new one would
be held, giving the US of CC a
partial victory either way.
Columbia administrators are
appealing the NLRB's decision
to the D .C. Labor Board in
Washington. The D.C. Labor
Board is the highest level to
which the school can appeal, and
its decision is fmal. Mark Lloyd,
assistant vice president of marketing and communications, said
that the school doesn't know
when the Labor Board will hear
the appeal, or when the school
can expect a result, but the school
wants to get the conflict cleared
up as soon as possible.
" We believe that the staff
should be able to make the choice
(to unionize]," Lloyd said, even
though the school does not feel a
union is necessary: "We are able
to talk without an intermediary."
The organization is asking the
students, facu lty and staff of
Columbia to sign a petition that it
w ill forward to the state's congressional delegation. The peti-

6

tion asks the congressional members to "do all that is in your
power to speed the NLRB in its
consideration of this case;
reminding them that their purpose is to ensure that collective
bargaining happens in a fair and
equitable fashion." The petition
has been printed in US of CC 's
newsletter, US of CC Offiine and
in The Chronicle.
Lloyd said that Columbia's
administration has not sought to
involve students in the process.
" We don't see it as being something where students should be
asked to take a stand," he said.
McGrath disagrees.
"I think having staff with a
voice is very important to the students," McGrath said. " I think
there is a disconnect between the
people who are running the
school and the people who actually make the school work. Staff
are the backbone of this college,
the skeleton that supports all
other systems. If you don't have a
healthy skeleton, everything else
is going to suffer."
Ryan Duffy, the president of
the
Columbia
College
Democrats, agrees that a union
would impact Columbia students.
"It 's in the best interest of the
students to have smooth relations
between the staff and the administration ," Duffy said. Last
semester, he worked with the
union directly to get the word
out.
Additionally, Duffy said, the
effort is a great opportunity for
students to witness workers who
want to organize.
" In the academic realm we witness case studies for this," Duffy
said. " Students are in a position
to witness this effort first hand."
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HotHouse helps
Columbia launch
black studies minor
Well-known artists
ignite a crowd at the
HotHouse

envisioned [the black world
studies minor] is [by understanding] Africa and the African
Diaspora," Brock said.
She explained that the compoBy Eric Kasang
nents of this minor include
Staff Writer
black and African heritage education, comparative racial expeWith his gaze locked on the riences and the struggles against
Oct. 24 HotHouse audience, racism. Brock also said these
rapper M-1 shouted, "This is not experiences and struggles occur
a rap show, this is freedom all over the world , and this
music."
minor contextualizes these difAs one of the eight artists at ferent strides toward social justhe "Guerilla Griots Across the tice.
Generations" show, M-1 helped
Acco rding to Brock, the
kick off the inauguration of HotHouse event showcased a
Columbia's new black world particular way of expressing this
studies minor.
black struggle. She said that the
Blending musical expression performers are "artist activists
with political and social con- who see their art as an avenue of
cerns, the artists articulated the social change."
This struggle was exemplified
struggles of people of African
Courtesy Stephanie Shonekan
descent as well as those of other during the Oct. 24 performancblack people around the world. es.
The
a
cappella
group
SNCC
Freedom
Singers
perform
during
the
"Guerilla
Griots Across
Along with M-1 were Umi and
SNCC' s Rutha Harris punctuGenerations" show on Oct. 24 at the HotHouse, 31 E. Balbo St., to kick off the new black world
Scribe of P.O.W. and the five ated the show's opening with, " I
studies minor.
members of the a cappella group woke up this morning with my
SNCC (Student Nonviolent mind. Stand on freedom ,"
Coordinating
Committee) before the other four joined her Katrina, SNCC's Matthew Jones stood for " Prisoners of War" dom fight er and not a rapper.
Freedom Singers.
"The phenomena of hip-hop
in song. The artists have been said that nothing has really because the group wwas pushsince
African- ing its political voices for the are being co-opted," M-1 said.
According
to
Stephanie singing and participating in changed
American s struggle of blacks.
" It's supposed to be the voice of
Shonekan, the ass istant director grass roots
"We don 't have freedom in the people. But it 's also the
started fightof
cultural
s tudies
for a c tivism
" This is the long awaited
ing for rights our own country," said Umi , voice of the corporations."
Columbia's Liberal Education since
the
event fofl creating a bridge in
the who was born in Ghana.
The HotHouse showcase,
Department and director of early 1960s.
After P.O.W.'s performance, according to Shonekan, is one of
black world studies, last
19 60s." l t's
Although
across generations in the
like we didn 't M-1 j umped on stage with Umi the many examples of the
Monday 's inauguration was the audience
black struggle."
more than just a show.
remained
grow. It was a and delivered even more acerbic activist components that stu"This is the lo ng awaited seated
for - Stephanie Shonekan, assistant shock to see rapid-fire lyrics.
dents will be exposed to in the
event [of] creating a bridge S N C C ' s
T he rappers ping-ponged black world studies minor.
director of cultural studies
in
2005,"
across generations in the black entire
perJones said.
political rhymes blasting the Shonekan said that studen ts wi ll
struggle," Shonekan said.
forma nce, the
Jones, and Bush Adm inistration and law also be able to attend workshops
The stru ggle of African- artists still managed to engage it the fou r other SNCC members enforcement abuses.
with activist writers, scholars
Americans is one of the many in the music. During the chorus sol idified this idea when they
"Fuck the police!" M-1 shout- and musicians.
elements that form the compos- of " I' m gonna let it shi ne," sang, "Who would have thought ed. " I' m an African and I know
Students in black world studite of the black world studies enthusiastic clapping erupted in I 'd still be fighting 30 or 40 what's happening. "
ies will explore the definition of
minor. Lisa Brock, the chai r of the HotHouse.
years down the line?"
Although M-1 uses rap as a "blackness" as a social conthe
Liberal
Education
SNCC demonstrated that it is
However, Umi and Scribe of medium to voice the struggles of struct, Shonekan said, as well as
Department, explained the cen- still politically charged about P.O.W. were the musical antithe- blacks and other disenchanted the means of utiliz ing an activist
tral theme to this new minor.
social issues. When speaking sis to SNCC's subtle political groups, he told the audience voice within their art and fields
"One of the ways that we about the aftermath of Hurricane messages. Umi said that P.O.W. why he considers himself a free- of study.

Coke v. Christ: Panel explores drugs, spirituality
Experts at Columbia
debate drug use as an
enlightening
religious experience
By Dionne Joseph

Staff Writer
Silenced by throat cancer,
author and intellectual Aldo us
Huxle y scribbled hi s famous
dying wish to wife Laura:
" LSD- try it- intramuscular100 mmg." Huxley died the
morning after receiving the
mind-altering injection , and
advocates of a drug -induced
path to enlightenment had
another champion.
On Nov. 2, expert panelists
wi ll explore the different roles
psychedelic substances play in
various world cultures and their
connection to spirituality.
"From Visionary Experience
to Spiritual Life: Entheogenic
Plants and Chemicals" is presented by Intersections, an effort
of Columbia's Cultural Studies
program and the Chicago
Department of Cultural Affairs.

Micki Leventhal, director of
media relations , said the
" Intersection" panels, held on
the first Wednesday of the
month througho.ut the academic
year, are designed to be captivate, controvers ial and engage
audience members who "acti vely seek intellectual stimulation."
" [Topics include] subjects that
make history inte resting but
don't make the front page,"
Leventhal said.
The collaboration was initiated by the Liberal Education
Department in 2002 to showcase
Columbia as an intellectua l
resource- not solely as an arts
college, according to Mary
Murphy, education director for
the C hicago Department of
Cultural Affairs. She said the
discussions have an impressive
range that highlight intriguing
research and new initiatives
developed by teachers in
Columbia's liberal education
program.
Louis Silverstein, liberal education faculty member, panel moderator and author of Deep Spirit and
Great Heart: Living in Marijuana

Consciousness, described the dis- experience."
cussion as a look at correlating
Substance use and abuse are
drugs and spirituality.
not new topics of debate.
"We are going to examine the
"I don't think most people are
relationship between entheogenic sobe r unless they seclude themplants and chemicals and the mys- sel ves," said Silverste in , considtical or spiritual experience," said ering that, at the very least ,
some Americans rely on ca ffeine
Silverstein.
The term "entheogenic" re fers and suga r to get them through
to psychoactive substances that the day.
are used by some to fac ilitate
Panelist Kathlee n Gill ogl y,
spiritual experiences. Some adj unct facu lty in the Libera l
examples are
E du c ati o n
LSD, mush" We are going to examine
De partm e nt ,
rooms, ecsta·
is
know lthe relationship between
edgeable on
sy, marijuana,
entlteogenic plants and
peyote and
social
chemicals and the mystical th e
opium. These
consequences
or spiritual experien ce."
s ub stances
of drug conalter no rmatrol
policy.
- Louis Silverstein,
tive reality, liberal education facu lty member, She said the
and
can,
g o ve rnment
p anel moderator a nd author of
acco rding to
d e termines
Deep Spirit and Great Heart:
Silvers tein,
which drugs
Living in Marijuana
Consciousness
reveal deeper
are
illegal
truths.
and legal , and
"Reality is in part a social the dec iding fa ctor isn' t necesconstruct," Silverstein sa id. sarily public safety.
Using potent pl ants and chemiAccording to a study conductcals responsibly allows disci- ed last year by the Journal of the
plined individuals to shape real- American Medical Assoc iation,
ity to create a "more primary alcohol consumption was the

third leading cau se o f death in
the United States, trumped onl y
by poor diet and lack of phys ical
activity, the country's biggest
killer.
" If we arc worried abo ut dangerous drugs, why is al cohol not
banned?" Gill ogly as ked.
She described a time when
o pium was used throughout the
world as a diarrhea remedy and
analgesic particularly helpful for
arthritis suffere rs.
" Opium is a well-known medicine," said Gill ogly. " People can
smoke a little opi um, stop the pain
and be a functioning member of
society."
"From Visio nw y Exp erience
to Spiritual Life: Enrheogenic
Plants and Chemicals" will he
held Nov. 2. A II Intersection.\·
e vents are held ar the Chicago
Cultural
Center.
78
E
Washing ton St .. in the first-floot:
west meeting room . Panels are
on the first Wednesday of the
month, starting at 6 p m
Admission is free and the events
are open to the public. Call
(31 2) 744-6630 for more inf orm ation.
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Please join us for the next

........... ,'

•
I

'

-'!f, NOVEMBER ~TH
1:00 - 2:30 P~M.
COLLINS HA~L
ICHIGAN #6?~

CAMPUS MASTER PLAN

presentation

We have some EXCITING PLANS (includin~
a proposed CAMPUS CENTER .. .and mu<iti
more) that we'd like to get your FEEDB1CK
about, so do please attend.
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Financial aid becomes target for identity thieves
agent in charge at the U.S. tution, but most of these people
Education Department's Office are marginal earners and we're
of Inspector General , which not going to get big money out of
investigates all types of financial them."
aid fraud. Forbort is based in
The increasingly electronic
By Usa M. Krieger
world of financial aid helps idenLong Beach, Calif.
Marl<etWatch (KRT)
The crime is particularly vex- tity thieves stay anonymous,
When John Christensen signed ing for victims, whose first indi- Fortbort said. "They're applying
up for classes at a small commu- cation they 've been targeted may online for financial aid, enrolling
nity college in Arizona, he was- be when their own student-aid online; they stay enrolled for 30
n 't worried about his fina l grade. request is turned down, or when days and then move on."
Often, thieves target commuHe could only fail if he didn't they are refused another type of
hold o n long enough to collect loan over a default they know nity colleges where tuition is
cheap, thus leaving more money
thousands of dollars in fraudu- nothing about.
While victims aren't on the to line their own pockets.
lent student loans and grants.
Thanks to the
"The object I had was to not be hook fo r the
they
dropped out of the courses for money,
"The object I had was advent of online
the fi rst 30 days," said usuall y spend not to be dropped out of c lasses, thieves
of the courses for the first can steal money
Chri stensen, an identity thief hundreds
who co llected more than hours cleaning 30 days. If I did11 't drop " in several states
because of the
$316,000 in federal college aid up their credit
out, and the instructor fact they don ' t
and
with 43 stolen identities until he reports
didn
't
drop
m
e
out,
I
physically have
was caught in September 2003. explaining the
was going to get the
to
to be in school,"
"If I didn't drop out, and the situation
mon ey. "'
Forbort
said.
instructor didn ' t drop me out, I creditors, said
Danie l Drake,
"The schools do
was going to get the money."
- John Christensen
not
want to
C hri stensen now tells his story an assistant U.S.
currently imprisoned
in
make someone
from federal pri son in Tucson, attorney
for
identity
theft
in,
it
come
Ariz., recorded in a U.S. Phoenix and an
defeats the purDepartment of Education promo- identity-theft
pose of di stance
who
tional video aimed at educating expert
college-aid officers about the worked on the Christensen case. education."
A college financial aid official
And there are other victims:
problem of crooks who use other
people 's names to bilk the feder- students who don 't receive aid caught C hristensen by recogni zal government out of millions of when they needed it. "To the ing his face from a previous
dollars of federal grants and extent that someone like request under a different name.
Chris tensen
siphons
off That school requires applicants
loans.
But Christensen is just one $300,000 that's $300,000 that's to appear in person.
Christensen stole identities by
face of a growing problem: iden- not there to help someone else,"
purchasing a list o f inmates'
tity thieves who target an esti- Drake said.
Taxpayers ultimately pay, too, names, then writing letters to
mated $70 billion the U.S.
Department of Education dis- because much of the money is inmates posing as a lawyer offerburses in grants and loans to stu- never recovered. In most cases, ing help. Eventually, he gleaned
thieves steal about $20,000 and enough information to apply for
dents every year.
Financial aid identity theft is "the likelihood of getting that financia l aid in their names.
But not all scams are so com"a growing area of concern," back from them is zero," Drake
said Natalie Forbort, spec ial said. "We'll get an order of resti- plex. "We have other cases

Thief stole more than
$316,000 in federal aid

w here family and friends are
using other people's identities to
get financial aid," Forbort said.
Thirteen percent of identitytheft victi ms said scammers used
their identity to apply for a loan,
including student loans and
mortgages, according to a survey
of 500 identity-theft victims by
Javelin Strategy & Research, a
consulting firm in Pleasanton,
Cali f. , in 2004.
Checking credit reports o ften
is the cheapest way to find out
q uickly whether thieves have hit.
Consumers can access one free
credit report annually from each
of the three main credit-reporting
agencies, which include Equifax,
The National Credit Reporting
Association and Experion. Other
information can be obtained

from the U .S. Department of
Education.
The onus is on schools too.
"One of the preventive measures
[schools] coul d take is to have
anybody who's going to receive
financial aid- be required to go
at least one time to the fin ancial
aid office, Christensen said in the
video.
Plus, Christensen added ,
"another bad habit communi ty
co lleges have [is] they use the
Social Security number as an
identifier. [That's] not good."
The
Federal
Trade
Commission recently added a
section on student loan identity
theft in its updated pamphlet for
victims.

Protecting against identity theft
According to a 2005 Federal Trade Commission survey, an estimated 27 million Americans have become the
victims of identity theft in the last jive years (In 2004,
more than 10 million Americans were victims). Here are
a few tips, issued by the FTC, to guard against prevention:
• If you think someone has stolen your identity, place a fraud alert on your
credit reports and then review the report.
• File a complaint with the Federal Ttrade Commission.
• File a report with your local police in the community where the identity
theft took place
• If you have a high speed connection on your computer (a high speed connection leaves your computer connected to the internet 24 hours a day) , a
firewall program is essential to keep hackers out who can take over the
computer and access personal information on it

Columbia
Chronicle
Classifieds
Classified Advertising

Source: Federal Trade Commission

IMMIGRATION LAWYER Family
Based Visa. Employment Visa,
Student Visa, Fiance Visa, H-1B,
Adjustment of Status, Green Card,
Citizenship, Diversity Lottery,
Removal, Asylum. CALL ATTORNEY MARTHA J . WHITE (312)
922-0070
• • #1 Spring Break Website! Low
prices guaranteed . Free Meals &
Free Drinks. Book 11 people, get

Deadlines
Your advertisement must be received by
5p.m. on the Thursday prior to the publishing date.
Rates
The Columbia Chronicle charges $0.25 per
word with a$5 minimum. All classified
ads must be pre-paid in full prior to publication. All ads will be published in the
order of purchasing date

12th trip free! Group Discounts for
6+
www.springbreakdiscounts.com or
www.leisuretours.com or 800-8388202.
FOR RENT MILLENIUM PARK
LOOP loft 2BR/2BA overlook
State St. 12'ceilings, granite counters/maple
cabi nets/washer/dryer/replayTV
w/service (same as TiVo) Rent at
$1795 includes heaUair/high
speed internet. 847 6879572
michaeladell@aol.com

Online
www.columbiachronicleclassifieds.com.

Valet Parking Attendant- Great
Pay and Flexible Hours. Work in
Fun atmospheres, nightclubs,
restaurants , and hotels. Full and
Part time hours. 847-670-0871
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Co me on out to:
Resident Assistant Selection
Information Session
You will obtain information on what and
RA position calls for.

Sessions will be held:

WED NOV. 2ND

8-9 PM

THURS NOV. 3RD
SUN NOV. 6TH
Community Lounge
731 S. Plymouth Ct.

For quest ions please contact:

Kelli Collins - The Associate Director of
Res. Life at k~.o.U.I.O.$_~-~O.lY.O.M~.~.\1

*You must attend a session to obtain an application.*

October 31, 2005
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Monster Bash

Create REAL Change
Make a Difference in the
Lives of Children

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

Arts Integrated Education

Undergraduate Majors:
Teacher Certification (birth-grade 3)
Center Director (birth-age 12)
Rublo/The

Maureen Skeggs, a freshman animation major, and Curt
Flowers, a senior illustration major, show off their spooky
dance moves during Halloween Bash 2005 on Oct. 27 at the
Hokin Annex of the Wabash Campus building, 623 S. Wabash
Ave. Partiers enjoyed both tricks and treats at the celebration,
including free food , a OJ, door prizes and a costume contest.
The party was sponsored by the Student Programming Board
and C-Spaces.

Nonfiction:
Creative week
culminates with
reading and
discussion
Continued from Page 3
advantages and disadvantages of using
tape recorders.
" If you don 't get started by being
organized in the beginning, you will,
literally, end up in tears," Garreau
sai d during the pane l. "This is another reason to learn how to touch type:
If you can 't cry and write at the same
time, then you have no business being
in the business."
Garreau explained and joked about
the sheer panic and horror that overcomes some writers when they work
on larger book projects. They don't
get organ ized and are drowning in
their own material.
" It taught me silence," Garreau said
abo ut hi s experi ence with ta pe
recorders. He sa id during the panel
that when he heard him self screw up
inte rviews on tape by asking questio ns when someone was about to
"spill the beans," it he lped tremendously.
Many of the books duri ng the week
featured immers ion jo urnali sm. The
hallmark of in-depth imme rsion journalism is that the techniq ues of fi ction writing are prese nt , such as settin g the scene and populating the
prose with characters, but all done in
a factual manner, Day said.
" Look- even journalists do p lay, I
say, creatively," Me ldrum said. "You

may leave out some facts- you don 't
create the facts- but you do select
which ones you' re going to use. In
writing this memoir I felt freed. I was
able to write how I felt, which I don't
usually do."
Dan Weissmann, a part-time professor in the Journalism Department,
was part of a faculty reading on Oct.
24. He said that in some instances
writing in the first person is appropriate and that objectivity is not the bottom line when it comes to creative
nonfi ction.
" Fairness is a more important sta ndard [than objectivity] ," Weissmann
said. "For in-depth reportin g, it's a
give n that the writer 's interest in the
topic is driving the story."
But for .Stephen Asma it's journalis m- just not in the conve ntional
sense. Asma, author o f Tire Gods
Drink Whiskey and pro fessor of philosophy a nd c ultura l studies at
Columbia, sa id , "An intrig uing narrative, for me , has to have a conceptual
story line."
Asma's book chronic les his year in
Cambodi a whi le teac hing at Phnom
Penh 's Buddhist Institute. He read
from the book Oct. 25 at the Hokin
Annex, 623 S. Wabash Ave.
" I need to convey inform ation
that 's true, factua l information," sai d
Asma, "and that 's my mi ss ion in life
since I ' m not a ficti on writer."

A lthough the theme of the week
was " Journeys," the emergin g theme
was the importance of great s tory
telling.
" You're telling a story fi rst and
foremost," Weller sa id.
Garreau agreed.
" People do n't want to read about
ideas ," Garreau said. 'They want to
read about humans."

Undergraduate Minor:
Education

Call 312-344-7990
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BACK FROM THE DRAWING B~DS

W ho is 'WarrickLCarter'?

F

lic1"':" t ~h. '"-c..·d '-'n tiH.' walls
,· ari~.,us
ha l lwa ~ s
ar ~.'lllh.i
l'l' lumhia's
~.,,f

,·:unpus that (it,.•pirt r"'llcg,c..·
p~sid,•nf Warric~ 1. . C'at1er as
.lnUdl' rartl~ln :trl' ck si1:1Wd ll'
pnmw te an upi..·,Jm in'iz. fi lm
.tlX>uf the admini stration's
sp<.·ndin g prart i,·,·s. but the
~'X'Ii tical nh:ssagc is lacking
lx·cause the JX'I><'Il be hind
them is remaining anony mous.

Last "eek. 111<.' Chrlll>idt•
spoke online "ith the creaf<>r
olthc fliers. " ho said studt•nts
are concerned about how the
college is spending its money.
TI1e film. which is due out
next month. will be aimed at
mobilizing students . encouraging them to "lake a more
hands-on approach to the
issues that affect them here at
the college:·
While this is a noble cause,
the way the creator of the
fl iers- "ho identified " himself' (the person did not
reveal his or her gender) to
The C hronicle only b) a
cl ever A O L In s tan t
\k ssen ger screen name ,
·· warric~LCarter"-has gone
about prornotmg the film is
pelt) and pathetic
The first tltcr. " hoch
appeared in Sepcember. fea·

tun..'s a drawing of ( 'artcr
na~ ...·d "it h a Col u mbia
c.•. mh k m dangling from his
ned\ l1\ a r hain. and the second fl i~r. which popped up a
fl•,, w<..·cks ag<'. ~ how~ him in
the bull ho lding a strategically-placed drum. The first
reads. "Carter goes p latinum ,"
and the other. "Carter beats
it.'' Both af~o mention the
film 's Sl'h(.-duled ~lease date:
Novcmhcr 2005.
Memb<.·J> of the· <.:olumhia
community. including s tu ~
dents and administrators. have
ta ~en notice of the tliers. and
their >~cw s are split. Students
are spca~ing out via the
Internet. lauding "Carters"
crus ade and criticizing the
school. Administrators have
ac kn o wled ged "C arters"
protests but an: more concerned about his elusive
nature.
O bvious ly. the person
behind the film and fliers is
mak ing an impression on the
college. but due to the secrecy
surrounding the project, " his"
message is d iffiCult to discern.
Sun:. the flic:T'S are eye-catching and controversial. but they
arc worthless without a contc \l.

We feel that the most
appropnate " a~ to go about
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raisinl!. awarcncs~ o f this film
and fl~c issues if will tackle is
t~1cc to face . Whoever is
behind the film and the promotiona l devices de m onstrafes such a strong understanding of the matters afTecting Columbia today that he or
s he shou ld n ot be e mbarrassed or concerned com ing
forth and speaking. his or her
m ind publicly.
"Ca rt er" rea l ize s t ha t
Columbia is a t u it i n n ~d ri vcn
in s titu t i o n. mc a n in c th e
money students an: pa~-ing to
attend school here is being put
toward projects - like " branding" Columbia ·s building ·
that have little cfTect on the
way they an: educated. He
understands that the way the
college spends its m oney can
determine people's attitudes
toward it.
The elus ive cartoonist/filmmaker causing this commotion has assum(.-d f11e ro le of
spokesperson for those who
feel they are being treated
unfairly by Columbia.
" He" is exctt: ising his n ght
to speak out against the
administration. but by h1ding
" his" identity. " his" voice 1s
mUicd "Caner" ha.< taken o n
a job wnh tlus ean1p.11gn. and
no" he or she m ust fimsh It

O ur n a tional ' Parks'
" 'II

R

o.a l'aru
fore,er
be remembered M a
h istonc figure m the
A merican
Civil
Rtg ha
mov~ment
Iter Oct 2·1
death "1u~s U5 to reflect on
her Dec I. 1955. refusal to
mo\ c to the back of a ~.Cgrc
gated bus m Montgome<)•.
Ala
But 11 also makes us take a
closer look at how Paoo ·
~~ ruu ~ wid •n t~
hal f·ccntu ry
since
•he
rcfu~.Cd to rehnqu"h her scat
to a "'hllc man M ost
account• 1mpl) that Pa ri<\
"';u JU~t a - wed <.eam •tre"actmg m an 1wlatcd lOCI·
dent But il.'l M anm l.uthcr
Kmg Jr " rote 1n hts I'J5H
book. S tnd e To " urd
/· r~cdom , .. Mr\ l'atk\' arrc\1
the prec1p1Wimg fac tor

"'a.•

JI'O'tsl.

rather than the cau<.e o f the
The:~tau<.< loy deep
m the record of snmhu IOJU!>·

\tlldlcd " orlo.er< n ght < .md
rncml
C<JUJfll,
.11
the
H•8hlan<kr I c •l~ """"'I. n

liCe'< ••

crv1l n ghtco

While Parb " 8< not the
only Afric~n - Amcncn n to
refu~ gtvmg up a 'cat to a
" hlfc per so n
I rene
Morgan ·, 19JJ arrC\t for the
l-ame action led to the I I <;
uprcmc C ourt o vcnummg
segregation la" s appl ) mg 10
tn.vcl m lnfcN'lalc com ·
mcrce- hcr Ci1.\C ,, c:mlr'•dered the l~nd m nrk bcolU..: II
pa••cd the "ay 10 c hallenge
the entire ' )'tern o f sc:grega ·
tu>nl\t la<H
And l'..rk, w M far fr om n
random face 1n the crowd
')he had been tnvolvcd With
the at1onal A•soc •atron lor
the Advancement of o lurcd
l'eople " nee 1943 and had

On the other h.uhl. the '"' •·
dent'" ~ t ont ~PTl a· r. " ·' 'n·t
i\ plannc,l .h.l ' "
l'l t ll l' "'l
R al.hcr. J'.ul ' rcrn.1mrd 't'.ll·
cd " hen 'hr \\ .t 'i .l'~lcd ,,,
t:" c up hrr ' P.'t 1n the " 1. ul ll<Cd .. «:Ch o n of the hu '
l{o <n Pnrlo. < d1J
lh>t
become an tco n 111 I he ( ·"II
f( ·~h l 'l ntO\ cmcnt ' unpl' h ~

tr~11n mg

I

crntC:r

MAYBe we CoUU>

CALL Him AS A
CHARACTeR WITNeSS!

CU iflC Hf C th . C . \ hC \ \ , 1\ .l\. ( 1\ C' •

I ~ \ tr t\

m;.: rnr cqu.tll l\ nc.H ·

I) 1111 "' hn

il l<'

/

'' '"' ,•.,

"''h he r p.t \\tn~ th .tl ,, l. ht ,th
urulc t , IRrut .md .tppH'l l.lll'
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would have been even more
nervous.

When LeBlanc took the
podium for her lecture, any
presumptions about her
attitude were immediately
dashed. Rarely have I
found someone so instantly
likeable; it was clear why
she was able to earn the
trust of the poverty-stricken Bronx youths that her
book focuses on.
As I not-so-eloquently
told her later that evening,
it is refreshing to see someone like LeBlanc on top of
the literary world. Here is
someone I can sit and have
a fun, casual conversation
with, and someone who just happened
to have the editor of The New Yorker
calling her, asking for more material
to run in their notoriously elitist publication.
Now, I know the page two column
of The Columbia Chronicle's A&E
supplement is almost as prestigious a
space, but believe it or not, it sometimes feels like the literary scene of
New York is ever ahead of me- an
unreachable world. After all, my initial interest in journalism was piqued
through the writing of a skateboard
magazine. Writers were paid to travel

Tuition dollars
at work. Finally.
Last week, I had the honor of dining
with author Adrian Nicole LeBlanc,
who was visiting Columbia as a guest
speaker for Creative Non-Fiction
Week. Having read some of her work,
which was printed in both The New
Yorker and The New York Times
Magazine, I was a bit worried that I
would be seated awkwardly across
from a stuffy, pretentious academic,
and that my account of a recent interview with 50 Cent would scarcely
hold up the conversation for the
evening. Had I known that she was
educated at both Oxford and Yale, I

Really, who did he
think he was?
Weeks passed and the
situation seemed to die
down . I remembered it
recently and asked her
how it all worked out.
" We' re fine," she said,
grinning ear to ear. " I
know he's an asshole, but
he's so good at sex that I
can't leave him. Seriously,
Jen, it's amazing."
The look on her face
proved that the statement
was a true one. But I still
had a hard time believing
she could handle the situation after being with
him for so long- then I
realized how rare it is to find someone
you are sexua lly compatible with.
We've all heard about it, and some
of us have been there- shacked up for
days with a significant other who has
better-than-average s kills in the sack.
It's an addiction, one that plagues
your every thought. When a lecture
starts to drag, you find yourself tensing up, thinking about the previous
night, wishing you could clear the
room and reli ve it right then and
there.
It 's a funny (or depressing) thing
knowing that you could meet someone, totally hit it ofT, spend weeks
dating and getting to know each other,
have stea my make out sessions, and
when you finally get them in the bed-

Taking it
to the sheets
Weekends at the restaurant have
been increas ingly dramatic lately.
Between the typical server-versusmanagement battle and the never-ending bus boy hunt, there is rarely a dull
moment. So I wasn't surprised when
my fellow server, Joann a, burst in one
afternoon frantic and visibly angry.
"Why do I stay with him?" she ranted about the guy she had been dating
for more than three years. "He's such
a dick!"
When she settled down, I worked
up the nerve to ask her what was
going on .
"He said he still wants to 'hang out'
but he wants to keep his options
open," she said. " Who the fuck does
he think he is?"

~

Love us or hate us...

We'd love to hear from you. How to contact The Word:

and party- ! knew I could write
what they wrote. My ambitions
have risen in recent years, and I don't
think The New Yorker is currently in
the market for stories about drunken
skaters in Brazil.
Writing teachers are always telling
you to "write what you know," but it 's
difficult advice to take when "what
you know" is a peaceful suburbar.
childhood followed by an average college lifestyle in America's Midwest.
LeBlanc was inspirational in that she
made the effort to know someth ing
that she would have normally never
been exposed to. She spent I 0 years
on the streets of the Bronx with the
subjects of her book, gaining access to
their personal lives in a way that
would have been impossible had she
been any less dedicated.
How rare is it to meet someone at
the top of your chosen profession that
inspires you so completely? I'm afraid
that from here on, I won't be able to
complain about Columbia's ridiculous
tuition, having gained such an amazing experience from a school function.
One lecture and dinner more than
made up for any lame class or corridor
blitz that I've had to deal with in my
time here. I may be the first student
ever to say it, but as of today, I'm very
happy with my Columbia experi ence.

room, it can crash and burn.Joanna is
onto something-good sex is hard to
find. Whether it's size, stamina or creativity, different things matter to different people and fmding someone you are
comfortable enough with to share good
sex is a pretty awesome thing.
"I know my girlfriend is a total
drag," a male friend recently confessed. " But she gives the best head
I've ever received. Who wants to give
that shit up?"
Amen, mister.
Sure, sex isn't everything. Many
factors contribute to a good (or awful)
relationship, but good sex sure can't
hurt. You could even argue that faked
orgasms are as detrimental to a relationship as lying about your past or
playing emotional games.
I'm not saying we s hould all put up
with mi streatment for the sake of
good sex, but if you found someone
you just can't get enough of, I wouldn't throw it away due to harmless
bickering over which restaurant to eat
at or which bar to go to.
Is Joanna reall y happy? Who
knows. But I do know she called in
two days last week to stay in bed, and,
really, who can blame her?
It's gotta be good if you're willing
to risk your job to do it all day long,
but I suppose we should try to control
ourselves at some point. I mean, at
least save the day-long sexcapades for
a rainy day off ... or a really boring
lecture.

(j)
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Con'tlightthe
seether
Louise Post revives Veruca Salt
for new tour and music
By Jennifer Sabella/Managing Editor
After four years of absence,
the ever-evolving Louise Post is
ready to pick up the pieces and
get Veruca Salt on the road
again. Despite the revo lving
door of band members and broken hearts Post has dealt with in
the past 12 years, she maintains
that her heart is st ill with music.
She will have a chance to prove
it when the band plays in
Chicago on Nov. 6.
" I 've had such weird lineup
shifts [over the years]," Post told
The Chronicle in a recent interview. "All of my dedication and
devotion to creating a new
Veruca Salt family beyond the
first split bas just failed miserably",.......
Veruca Salt became a staple of
the Chicago music scene when it
released its debut album,
American Thighs, in 1994.
Armed with two hot female

vocalists, catchy lyrics and the
radio-friendly song "Seether,"
Veruca Salt fit in nicely with
other up-and-coming rock bands
in the city, including the
Smoking Popes, Fig Dish and
Triple Fast Action.
The appeal of the original
Veruca Salt was the undeniable
chemistry between founding
members Post and then-best
friend Nina Gordon. Gordon le ft
the band in 1999, after the
release of its second full-length
album, Eight Arms to Hold You,
to pursue a solo career. (Anyone
remember "Tonight and the rest
of my life"?) Post was determined to stick with Veruca Salt
and became the primary song
writer for the band.
Post and the band released
Resolver in 2000 with new bass
player Suzanne Sokal, who left
shortly after and was replaced by
Rockit Girl fron twoman
Gina
Crosley.
" I was hit pretty
hard by Resolver
not taking off and
taking over the
world," Post sai d.
"Even though I
thought I wouldn ' t
be .. . But when it
didn't do incredibly
well , it was kind of
crushing for me and
instead of going
right back in the studio and making the
next record, I j ust
got rea lly discouraged."
Post
and
Cros ley's relationship also hit a sour
note at that time.
"That kind of

MI \ I ~,~ Ll t,~
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Above: Louise Post, the only remaining original member of Veruca Salt. Below left: The original
lineup, clockwise from top left: Nina Gordon, Post, Steve Lack, and Stacy Jones.
went south. We became roommates here in L.A., and that can
kind of hurt a friendship," Post
said. "I think she was destined to
front her own band, and that's
where she's happiest. We learn
from our experiences."
As the list of ex-members
grew, so did Post's depression.
"I kind of hit a spiritual bottom and then started healing,"
Post said. " I started taking care
of myself, doing yoga, meditating and eating well. .. just slowly
turned my life around and with
that came back my creativity and
my excitement. In all of it I kept
on asking ' Do I want to continue
with this?' and the answer kept
on be ing yes. Every time I
picked up my guitar the answer
would be yes."
As skepticism about the possibility of a Veruca Salt revival
plagued the band's web boards,
Post,
guitarist
Stephen
Fitzpatrick and drummer James
Madia began working on songs
for a fourth Veruca Salt album,
some of which wi ll be released
during
the
band 's
North
American tour in upcoming
months.
"We're gonna sell it at shows
and on the website, and it will
sort of be just fo r the fans," Post
said. "( We want to] get back out
there and let people know that
we're here and we're alive and
we're going strong."
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'Stoy' ot home
Marc Forster's newest movie teases,
misleads-but looks pretty while doing so
By Tiffany Breyne/A&E Editor
Stay will put any viewer in a state of con- the characters and can predict to a certain much on transttton images and murky
fusion like no other movie has done before. extent what is to come. In Stay, the puzzle music, making it seem like an over-extendIn an attempt to create a complex illusion of seems to fail apart as the movie progresses, ed indie rock video. Many scenes in the
reality, dreams and self identity, the movie leaving the audience frustratingly confused movie don' t have any explanation in the
end and are just extra "reality busters" that
stumbles around like a drunken Sox fan throughout.
until it hits a surprisingly
heartfelt ending that,
rather than tying everything
together, just
spreads it even further
apart.
Ewan McGregor is
Sam Foster, a psychiatrist
who is handed a case
about a depressed college
student, Henry Letham,
(Ryan Gosling, Th e
Notebook), threatening to
kill himself on his 21 st
birthday. Sam's interacRyan Gosling searches for his soul-and a shower. Above Left: Ewan McGregor comforts Janeane
tions with Henry lead him
to lose grip of his reality through the frightening experience of real acting.
and his relationship with his girlfriend, Lila,
Forster manages only s lightly to make are almost laughable. Henry's blind father
(Naomi Watts, I Heart Huckabees), who is this confusion work, leaving so many unan- gains his eyesight and pops up in random
a former suicide patient. Artists Lila and swered questions that discussion continues locations, sequences are repeated from difHenry feed into the "deeply depressed and well after the movie is over. Puzzling ferent camera angles and Sam and Henry 's
emotionally artistic" stereotype that movies images and details make the audience won- characters blend into each other without
can't seem to get enough of.
der what each scene might mean and how reason.
Stay is an unresolved mess, but after each character plays into the bigger picture.
As for the acting, Gosling is on par with
much thought,- that may be how director Stay may even be the kind of movie you his usually gloomy characters, ail grimy
Marc Forster (Finding Never/and) intend- need to see twice, if not to catch everything, and serious like every day is the worst of
ed; he might have wanted the audience to then at least to enjoy the trippy imagery of his life and taking showers is impossible to
lose ail sense of reality and feel misled just illusive lights and twisted scenes.
manage. McGregor is a bit out of his eleBut let's not get too far ahead of our- ments in this movie, and it shows. He's not
like the characters in the film. In most
as convincing an actor when he isn't playmovies, the plot is developed in such a way selves.
that the audience usually knows more than
Stay's underdeveloped plot relies too ing a singing Bohemian or a Jedi knight.

~

Then there's Janeane Garofalo, an unexpected character addition. Garofalo plays
Dr. Levy, the psychiatrist who hands
Letham's case over to Foster after she has a
mental meltdown of her own. Garofalo 's
role in Stay is minor, but
watching her play a character that isn 't humorously awkward is unsettling- it may even be the
most
mind-bending
aspect of the whole
movie.
Despite the confusion,
Stay is an intriguing
movie. Knowing beforehand that there is no definite plot or answers but a
lot of pretty pictures
might make it more
Garofalo
enjoyable. More than
likely though, the confusion won't lead to any bigger message. Stay
is a nicely-wrapped present with nothing
but a bunch of jumbled-up crap inside.

Stay
(R)

Directed by More Forster

($)($)000
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'Dessert' ed Corpse
'Corpus Delicti: Just Desserts' opens up flavorful
dissection and discussion
By Tiffany Breyne/Assistant A&E Editor
If trick-or-treating isn' t a celebration of choice for
Halloween night, why not check out a human dissection?
Tonight is the last night to see "Corpus Delicti: Just
Desserts," a reenactment of a human dissection in the
17th century. Showcased by Local Infinities, an experimental theater company that uses raw materials as the
basis of its performances, the show is playing at UIC
Medical Center 's Department of Neurosurgery, 9 12 S.
Wood St.
Though the dissected body is made of gelatin containing fruits and vegetables as various organs, the theater
company does its best to reproduce a real experience.
Based on Rembrandt's 1632 painting, "The Anatomy
Lesson of Dr. Tulp," "Corpus Delicti" features Dr.
Nicholaes Tulp, played by Larry Underwood, and Sister
Luyt, played by Local Infinities co-founder Meghan
Strell.
Rembrandt documented Dr. Tulp during his dissection
in Amsterdam of Aris Kindt, a criminal condemned to
execution and dissection by the state. Sister Luyt was dissected and then fl ayed in Amsterdam in 1550; her skin
was displayed in the building where Tulp did his dissection. Though the characters come from different time
periods, Strell used the characters' similar experiences to
create a scenario about the human body and its different
relationships, both dead and alive.
" We wanted to have some sort of dialogue between the
two characters," Strell said. " It seemed important to have
a dead body on the table and have a live actor. [Sister
Luyt is] having a conversation with someone who is
about to do the di ssection and we want to see what they
have to say to each other from opposite sides of the
grave."
The idea for "Corpus Delicti" originated with
Underwood, who has worked with and appeared in previ-

ous Local Infinities shows. While working in Holland on
other proj ects, Underwood found his inspiration for the
show when he researched Rembrandt 's painting and
found that dissections were done in "anatomical theaters," where they served as both surgical chambers and
as entertainment for an audience.
"Thi s was a scientific experiment, but also a social
evening out," Underwood said. "[Audiences] would pay
to witness this. These theaters were usually in the attic of
warehouses where surgeons would get together and over
three days dissect the body until they could not use any of
the parts anymore."
Underwood's idea to use gelatin for the body came
from Mary Roach 's book Stiff: The Curious Lives of
Hum an Cadavers, wh ich chronicles different ways
human bodies have been used after death. One chapter in
the book mentions that police academies used to take
dead bodies and use them for ball ist ic testing. Now the
academies have replaced the cadavers with ballistic gelatin imitating human skin.
According to the Local Infinities website, casting the
gelati n mold into a human body is a 20 hour process.
After each show, performed through today, Underwood
has spent four to five hours remolding the body for the
next day's show. He said it's a long process of making
sure everything settles right, but doesn't mind the extra
time.
"The audience is looking for [the body] to breathe, to
move," Underwood said . "[The gelati n] has a more theatrical affect. We were able to lighten it, and that helped
me zoom in on the en lightenment idea. We were able to
look inside the body in a very visceral way. The smell,
look- it 's real. The coldness of it when you touch it; the
goose bumps that it creates on its own , is very fantastic."
Corpus Del icti's creepy gelatin imitation fi ts into the

mold of Local Infinities as well. Founded in I 996 by
Charlie Levin and Strell, the idea for Local Infinities is to
fi nd raw materials first, then develop a script. The theater
company uses the properties of the materials to see what
metaphors they communicate. According to Strell, the gelatin body forges a relationship between the dead and the
living during the dissection process, and she hopes that this
connection will start dialogue within the audience .
Strell said performing at UIC gave the theater company a chance for open dialogue by bringing together a
mixed audience of academics, doctors and the general
public; after each show the actors host a talk back with the
audience. She said that after dissections during the
Renaissance, the audience would have discussions with
the dissector.
"We really liked that in the same room, the same participants that had just witnessed the dissection would get
together and debate issues of the time," Strell said. "They
were really looking for the soul, and some of these ideas
were heretical. This was a venue, an opportunity to discuss some of the ideas that made the Renaissance the
time changing event that it really was."
"Corpus Delicti: Just Desserts" is playing tonight at
the UIC Medical Centers Department of Neurosurgery.
912 S. Wood St. at 8 pm. Tickets are $ / 0 with a s111dent
/D. Visit www.localinfinities.com to make reservations
and
learn
more
about
Local
Infinities.

nd,erviOCid dissections a
i
Delicti: Just Desserts," performed
UIC Medical Center's Department of Neurosurgery,
912 s. Wood St. Above Right: Meghan Strell plays Sister Luyt, a woman dissected and flayed in Amsterdam in 1550. Below Right: Fruits and vegetables represent
organs in the gelatin body.
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Anne Elizabeth Moore was seated toward the
back and surrounded by shelves full of zines and
mini- comics. On a table in front of her lay
copies of independent maqazines such as Venus,
Bitch, Giant Robot and Punk Planet.
Zinestera and aspirin; self-publishers had
gathered at Chicaqo Comics to hear MOore apeak
about independent publishin;. It was Oct. 23,
the second to last Sunday of the month, and
Moore had been invited by the founders of
Gutters, a zine and mini- comics workshop . No
one, however, waa quite prepared for what aha
had to say:
"I think this is the bi;;ast threat that
I've seen in years. "

In 1 99 6, I PA took over Big Top
Ne wsstand Services , a national maga zine d i stributor . I ts miss i on : t o
assist c l i ents in netwo rking, l ower ing
costs and rea c hing a broader audience .
The distributo r became the I ndy Press
Newsstand Services and currently handles more t han 50 independent publications to hund r eds of retailers nationwide. This arm of the IPA offered
independent magazi nes a chance to get
their titles into larger chain bookstores , companies that no longer
accepted just any distributor.
But magazines could soon lose this
safety net. Moore, associate editor of
Punk Planet, referred to an e - mail
which was sent out by Richard
Landry,executive director of the IPA.
The e-mail informed all IPA members that the Indy Press was "experiencing cash- flow problems that have
resulted in late payments.•
Landry went on to suggest that
"this is one major , and very nasty,
consequence of media consolidation :
The long payment cycles work to the
advantage of the very biggest distributors a nd retailers , and to the disadvantage to the rest of us . •
This all came to light Oct . 19 ,
and since then t here has been a flur ry of communication between publishers
wondering : But what does this all
mean?

A Seriou• Threat Or Much Ado About
Hothinq?

"You want to freak out and part of
you is , but the other part of you, or
me, is trying to deal with the situation,• said Amy Schroeder, founder,
editor and publisher of Venus zine.
"We're on deadl ine right now for the
winter issue of Venus, and we may not
be able to print it if we don't raise
enough money by the time it's time to
ship it to the printer.•
Schroeder has been waiting since
September for a payment from IPA for
her Spring 2005 issue. Landry' s email
explained why Schroeder was not getting payments but failed to offer a
solution that would help Venus.
As a div~sion of the IPA, Indy
Press Newsstand Services distributes
many IPA member publications to large
he cozy crowd of 20 sat in
outlets like Borders and Barnes &
silence as Moore painted a bleak
Noble . Distributors assure independent
picture of the future of indie
publications that their magazines are
magazines: Many independent magazines
available in as many markets as possihad not been receiving payments from a ble, but they also do much more.
major distributor that delivered their
"The reason why publishers work
public ations to newsstands. These pay- with Indy Press is because they can ' t
ments are crucial to many publishers
handle the administration and bookbecause they represent a large portion keeping o f selling copies to a multiof eac h public ation's revenue. If
tude of individual distributo rs like
t hese i ndepe nde nt magaz i nes do not
me,• said Joseph Massey, president of
receive these payments in a timely
Ubiquity Distribution, who has been in
manner , t he publi c ation s ' futures
the magazine distributio n busi ness for
could be i n jeop25 yea rs a nd
"That ' s the whole thing
ardy.
works with
The crisis ma y about indie . Indie media is
independent
t hreate n Lhe
publi cations .
not
just
supposed
to
mean
a
pipeline of d is" So what
synonym for broke media . "
tribution money
t hey wa n t to do
t hat many indeis wor k wi t h o ne entity , like Indy
pendent magazines , s uch as t he o nes o n Press , that ha ndles all o f that work,"
Moore ' s ta ble , depend o n f or up Lo
Massey s aid.
o no- Lhird of Lhelr incomes , Moore
For years , th IPA has pr vidad a
o xpli!~lnod.
LrusL d resource for ind pendent pub"WhnL Lhio could moa n, v ry easilis h rs. 'l'h problem, howovor, is L1111t
ly , Jo 11 n l ow in publlcaLion , a ceano
meny publis hers rcli d sol ly on t h mln publicaL i o n , or fina ncial tro uble
an J sou
LhaL cam Lo light whon t h
l or o no o r mor or thooo LiLlos ,• uh
c hoc ks sLopp d coming in.
rwld l n l or.
"lt w h tu : t. hl'lt [lPA's dll'trlbu'l'hu lltnqnz lnoo oh o was r. forr l.ng Lo
ll o ll 0 1111) l n going b!lnkrupl, w<> 't'<~
o t <J tnrJmbn r o o f
L h•J Jndopo no li l l!roo:J
lu ~kud , • onid Vnui Cu ran , t l nP
orAnrwc lol lon , o nu ttpt o fl L gro up t. hal
cllllnl o t l or Mn K l mum Rtw k 'n ' ~oll, 11
ndvcwnt "" for I ntlopt111tl<'11l pub ll c e~Lions lli0 11 Lhly fa111:.i 11e hilL L',Wl'l :t I h p pullk
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see that money . We might see a percentage of the money made , and the
money I ' m talking about is not only
the payments they are behind on ,
but the payments that would normally be coming to us [in the
future) . "
While some are deeply concerned
about the fut u re of their publications, others feel that it is too
soon to panic .
"I think that cal ling thi s 'the
demise of [indie) print publishing '
is really naive and shows no familiarity with magazine publishing as

While he is used to relying on the
IPA , he is unsure of where to go
from here .
"The i rony is , ' Wouldn ' t it be
great if there was an organization
that was designed to help this
problem, ' and , gee, there is,"
Sinker said . "It's the Independent
Press Associati on. It's the very
people who sent out an e - mail saying , ' Hey, we can ' t pay you because
of media consolidation . ' If it wasn ' t so fucking sad it would be
ironic ."
Woodard said that the IPA is
an industry ," said Amber Hewins,
trying to clear it up now, and that
publisher for The Progressive , a
the " hurri cane" of worried posts
nonprofit publication that covers
that showed up on the organizapolitical issues from a left-leantion's member listserv after
Landry ' s
ing perspece-mail is
tive.
"I've heard a lot of really
For
exaggerated speculation that IPA something
the board
higher promight
go down or be folded ,
file publiis taking
cations like Woodard said. "No, none of that
very seri The
is even remotely possible."
ously . She
does , howProgressive,
the recent problem in distribution
ever , want to make sure that everymay not be as threatening, but for
one knows the IPA is not going
other publications , a late payment
bankrupt .
can mean the end . Venus , for exam"I've heard a lot of really
ple , does not have nonprofit status
exaggerated speculation that IPA
or a prominent title with a large
might g o down or be folded , "
cash flow .
Woodard said. "No , none of that is
According to Schroeder , Venus's
even remotely possible . I underbudget is not generated primarily
stand that there have been distribfrom grants but from subscriptions ,
utors that have closed down withou t
advertising and newsstand sales.
much notice , and I can understand
"We're 100 percent independent , "
why people have those fears-they've
Schroeder said . "Without a third of
seen similar things happen with bad
our regular payment coming in , it ' s
outcomes, so t hey're alarmed . "
going to be really difficult for us
This isn't the first time that
to make it . "
independent magazi nes have worried
about distribu tion .
Desert Moon , a
The Riaka of Media Conaolidation smal l independent distributor , had
a long and slow demise resulting
Also included in Landry ' s e - mail
from not making regular payments to
was the announcement of the unexpublications. Due to financial
pected resignation of IPNS general
problems , this independent distribmanager Maggie Wells . It notified
utor filed for bankruptcy.
publishers of the appointment of
Emily Hughes , a senior distribuThea Selby, a magazine consultant ,
tion agent for Ingram Periodicals ,
as the interim managing director of
which is one of the largest magadistribution. The suddenness of the
zine distributors in the United
sha ke-up seemed like an ominous
States , said that the collapse of
sign to indeDesert Moon
pendent puboffered Ingram an
lishers, but
opportunity.
according to
"Borders asked
the IPA, they
us to contact
were attempt some publi s hers
ing to correct
and gave us their
the cash flow
names , and said
problems from
[to) please conwithin.
tact them and see
According
if you can take
to Cheryl
over distribuWoodard,
tion , " Hughes
treasurer of
said . "We would
Ryan Duggan, graphic designer for Venus , and Amy just tell pubthe IPA, the
S chroeder, founder and editor.
organization
lishers that
has bee n workBorders would
ing to solve these problems for
like to continue receiv ing their
months. The IPA used to deal with
magazine , and if t hey wanted to
any cash flow problems by borrowing
come with us , we'd send them a conmoney from other places in the
tract . Only one distributor ca n go
organization .
into certain bookstore chains ."
"When you have fewer titles and
Ubiquity president Massey had a
si milar experience with Barnes &
[are) still not selling so many
copies , it's just not that big of a
Noble , which would not consider any
of his magazine s unless they were
gap [in funds] , " Woodard said . "But
as we've grown the gap has grown,
distributed through Ingram or IPA .
"What's hurting me now [is) the
too . When the money gets to be big ,
like $100 , 000 or more, you don ' t
corporatization of magazine distribution at both the retail and disjust have that kind of change sittribution levels," Massey said.
ting around . "
"Independents, in terms of bookBut the trouble came when the
stores , are a drastically reduced
IPA didn't let the publishers know
share of the national market , so
that there was even a problem.
t hat ' s where all my business comes
For Dan Sinker , founder, editor
and art director of Punk Planet ,
from. I've been hurt by that . A
separating fa ct from fiction in
lot . "
t his matter is a difficult task .
According to Woodard, that is

"

exactly what is going on: Media
consolidation is hurting the independent press on all levels.
Jenn L . Pozner , founder of Women
in Media and News, an organization
that analyzes t he media and advocates for a fair portrayal of women
and human right s issues, sees media
consolidation as detrimental to
indie public ations .
"The real service that indie
media provides is independent
information , " Pozner said . "That's
the whole thing about indie. Indie
media is not just supposed to mean
a synonym for broke media , for
media that are grungy and have no
money , and are distributed to only
a small percentage of the public . "
While corporations may continue
to threaten the independent press ,
Woodard reiterates t ha t the distribution arm of IPA is fine-but it is
undergoing some changes. She
explained IPA' s board is taking a
two-pronged approach to the problem : One , to "establish a li ne of
credit " so that it can pay publishers wi th loans while waiting for
the yield from newsstands; and t wo ,
to approach foundations that
already support IPA and asking them
for additional funding for independent publishers .
"There is a great deal of support there ; it just takes time to
bring it all together , " Woodard
said . " The re are literally phone
calls we ' re wai ting for."
For publishers , however , the
next check could make or break
them-and now the wait begins.
"We don't want to get all 'doo m
and gloom' and ' the independen t
press is dead,'" Moore said . " But
we do need people to realize that
what is at stake is the health and
vitality of entire publications."
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Dondy Snore-hols
Courtney Taylor and co. disappoint with new album
By Nic k Romanov/KRT
In last year's rockumentry Dig!, The
Dandy Warhols' retro-pop stylings were
criticized, mocked and thrown into direct
comparison and competition with The
Brian Jonestown Massacre's acclaimed
psychedelic genius. The end result: The
Massacre is a group of underrated appreciated geniuses and The Warhois are the
pop-l ite version made for mainstream
consumption. So when the time came for
The Warhois to make a follow-up to
2003's Welcome To The Monkey House,
the band seemingly decided the best path
of retaliation was to make a massive,
ambitious album to prove that they were
just as good as their more critically celebrated friends.
Sadly, on Odditorium or Warlords of
Mars, The Warhois either lost their focus
or were so intently focused on trying to
appear brilliant that they generally overlooked everything that made their past
albums great. This album 's title indicates
every bit what is wrong with the content.
The Warhols are simply trying too hard to
be something they are not and to be compelling and challenging, ignoring the fact
that the songs themselves, as dressed up as
they might be, are often empty and boring.
The opening track, a spoken intro that
jokingly sets the band up as the creators
and saviors of rock and roil, leads into
"Love Is The New Feel Awful" a slowburning slice of psychedelia that wi ll
entice fans and newcomers to the band.
"Love" proves to be the most representative track of the album. A brilliant fi rst
four minutes gives way to five and a half

minutes of droning and endless noodling
that just begs the listener to hit the next
track button. It's not that The Warhois are
presenting something challenging or difficult, let alone innovative and provoking,
but that they are treading ground that hundreds of third-rate pysch-rock imitators
have been across- And it's simply boring. While songs like "Everyone Is
Totally Insane" and " Down Like Disco"
are among The Warhols' best, promising
tracks like "Easy" and " Holding Me Up"
fa il prey to the overindulgence and semiincompetence that mars most of the
album.
Between their career-long desire to be
the Velvet Underground and the newly
invigorated desi re to compete with The
Brian Jonestown Massacre, The Dandy
Warhols
stumble
through
their
Odditorium , often forgetting how to be
themselves. Odditorium has some real
gems, but the band is often alternately trying too hard to sound like it isn't trying or
trying too hard to sound like geniuses.
Sadly, The Dandy Wa rhols seem to be so
down on themselves post-Dig' that they
forgot well-deserved praise has been
thrown at them since their inception.
The Dandy Warhols have made a career
out of bringing something fresh to the
table with each release, but Odditorium is
just scraps of Dandy goodness mixed in
with a lot o f stale bits and recycled ideas. Courtney Taylor and Peter Holmstrom of The Dandy Warhols, d uring a 2003
The only "odd" thing about this album is performance.
just how disappointing and boring it is,--- - - -- = = = ==================== ==comi ng from such an exciting and talented band.
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Spreoding the good word
University of Hip-hop hosts panel about hip-hop activism
By Renayle M. Porter/Staff Writer

graffiti pictured here.
The walls inside the University of Hip-hop, 6400 S.
Kedzie Ave., are covered with bright, bold graffiti. The
word "unity" is splashed across one with red and yellow
spray paint. Even the chairs in the room have graffiti on
them.
It was here that three hip-hop activists gave a lively discussion on how hip-hop was once a political platform to
speak on issues. Discussing everything from rappers who
should stop complaining about not having enough "bling,"
to how it was important to reach out to children and communities by returning to staging protests, the three pointed
out that race relations in the United States are not very
healthy.

cussion "Know More: 'Can't Stop Won't Stop': The Past,
Present and Future of Hip-hop Activism." The three panelists were Jeff Chang, author of Can) Stop Won) Stop: A
History ofthe Hip-hop Generation; David Stovall, assistant
professor at the University of Illinois at Chicago; and La vie
Raven, founder of the University of Hip-hop, a year round
schooling program devoted to teaching the culture of hiphop.
Stovall explained that the media is to blame for the
images of hip-hop now, saying that Bill O'Reilly portrays
black people as animals. He then said what hip-hop is to
him.
"Hip-hop is a movement of young people from the Bronx

1-877-FOR-RENT
Chicago&

All U.S. Cities
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Help create a fami ly.
Chicago's first and most highly
respected program is looking for
the following:
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$5,000 compensation to healthy women between the ages of
20-29 to be anonymous egg donors. Donors will
take medication and undergo a minor surgical
Serious inquiries only.
GESTATIONAL SURROGATES
Minimum compensation $20,000. Healthy women between
ages of 2t-35 who have given birth to at least one child.
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Chang added that hip-hop was once a type of political
speech, with rallies and free-styling. He said that out of the
4 million new voters in the 2004 election, 2 million were
minorities.
"We need to come together in unity . . . move folks
toward progressive types of thinking," Chang said.
Raven agreed, but also noted that the change in hip-hop
must come from another source as well: elders talking to
the younger generation.
"Sit down and listen to what the shorties have to say,"
Raven said. "Elders are the arm, but children are the fist."
Raven argued that elders are trying to forget their past
political actions, and that the current generation is not taking the risks they used to take.
"We expect Jay-Z to run for presi dent," Chang said,
expressing disappointment in how children let rappers lead
them.
The discussion then turned to race. All three panelists
were vocal about how minorities are treated badly by the
government.
Stovall was passionate about gening people to know
what is going on with the "Renaissance 20 I 0" program,
started by Mayor Richard M. Daley in 2004 to help underachieving schools get help with over-crowding by butlding
new schools. Stovall said the plan is born out of racial diVIsions and white bias, and ends up cheating black people.
"If you do not understand white supremacy, everything
else will confuse you," Stovall said later.
Chang, wearing a black "REnew Orleans" shirt,
described how for years the city did not get any money to
help the mostly poor citizens, and that Sacramento. Calif.,
is also under sea-level but has resources to get through a
hurricane.
Raven later came back to the subject of hip-hop emerging as a foothold for politics. He expressed the need for
voices to come out through graffiti and the arts.
Raven created the University of Hip-hop eight years ago
to use hip-hop as a way to keep kids away from gangs and
drugs during after-school hours.
" I was trying to establish a small school, but real schools
need to be started," he said.
Stovall says hip-hop will one day be a political platform
again.
"A form of expression leads to a form of action," he said.
As for the rappers of today, Chang summed up the night
by saying that they should focus on their childhood and
how hard it was being poor.
"Tell the truth," he said.
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EA phones home
to Spielberg on
goming venture

Looking
for a Spring Class?

Think
Fiction
Writing!

Video game company enlists the
expertise of Hollywood director
By J oseph Tran/KRT
from a niche into a major creative force in
entertainment, I have a great deal of
respect for EA's understanding of the
interactive format. I'm looking forward to
working closely with the team in Los
Angeles."
It is not clear what type of games the
Spielberg!EA team will create, but there
is speculation that Spielberg will either
incorporate Hollywood films or the science fiction genre into his games.
If he chooses the Hollywood route,
Spielberg will continue the trend of
movies and games jumping from one
medium to the other.
Spielberg is not the only Hollywood
hotshot to dabble into the gaming sector.
Fellow filmmaker Peter Jackson, director
of Lord of the Rings, has been working on
two projects to date: a movie adaptation of
the popular Xbox franchise Halo and a
video game project based on his upcoming
film King Kong.
"Most video games that are based on
movies
have
sucked,"
said
Trong Huynh, a
senior marketing
student at Cal PolyPomona. " I'm a fan
of the original
Jurassic Park [directed by Spielberg], and
EA has some good games like Burnout 3, so
if it's a fresh video game that's not from a
previous movie, I'd be curious to see how it
turns out."
Even though game production is in the
early stages, EA is already showing optimistic signs.
On Oct. 14, EA posted the following on its
website: "It's incredibly exciting to be collaborating with Steven
Spielberg," said Neil
Young, VP and Studio
Head at EA Los
Angeles. "He shares
our vision for the
potentia l of the medium."
With the combined
powe r o f one of the
lending so flwarc compan ies in the country
and the imaginati on of
one of the film industry's most pro lifi c story te llers, EA just might
be ublc to deliver on
that prOIIliSC.
O nly t1111c will te ll
how
sn.:rcss fu l
Spiclbcrl( wil l he o11l11s
new project. hut hll·kll v
Spielberg nnd compnny
have three chUIICCs to
rei nvent the consol e
j!Uillllll! CX(lCtiCIICC Us
we knuw lt.
Film director &.ven Spielberg mede hl1 care8r with
l ueh I'I'K1VI88 1!11 JI!IWI , PoltfJ~/il and Sohlndlflr'll 1.111.
Electronic Art s Inc., the software giant
behind hils like The Sims and Madden
NFL. announced recently that it reached a
deal to bring Academy Award winning
producer Steven Spielberg onto the team
to supervise the creat ion of three original
games.
'There is no greater storyteller than
Steven Spielberg," said EA chairman and
CEO Larry Probstln in an official press
release. "In addition to his gift for pleasing movie audiences, he has an innate
understanding of games and how to
immerse players into a fantastic world of
action and characters."
This is not Spielberg's first venrure into
gaming, however.
1995 ,
Spielberg's
studio,
In
Dreamworks, formed a gaming division
called Dreamworks Interactive.
The division hit its stride in 1999 with
Medal of Honor, a first·person shooter
that video game review website IGN.com
lists as one of the top 25 Playstation
games of all time.
C oinc identally,
EA Games bought
Dream works
Interactive
from
Spielberg in 2000.
On the EA website, the filmmaker expressed his feelings
on working w ith the game company once
again.
" I have been playing EA games for
years and have watched them master the
interactive fo rmat," Spielberg said .
" Having watched the game industry grow
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to the nines

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Landing area
6 "Paper Lion"
star
10 Urgent memo
letters
14 Cake cut
15 Forest denizen
16 Perform a task
again
17 _ , Porthos and
Aramis
18 Lisa's first
name?
19 Blackthorn
20 Not give a rap
about
23 Prepared
24 Speck
25 Make law
28 Current events
at old movies
31 Armed conflict
32 Preminger and
Kruger
35 Movie on a PC
36 Tortoise rival
37 Orderless
40 Fertility goddess
42 Gull relative
43 Shad delicacy
45 Convex
moldings
46 Period
47 Carolina team
50 Principle of faith
52 Patriot Nathan
53 Circle part
56 Green arrow,
e.g.
60 Part of speech
62 Good fortune
63 Skater Kerrigan
64 Leather
punches
65 Preacher
Roberts
66 Attempted
67 Dog tired
68 Noah of "E. A."
69 Way too heavy
DOWN
1 Rhubarbs
2 Church
contribution
3 Punch again
4 Desktop image
5 Most annoying

fashion@columbia

6 Owns up to
7 Workout wear
8 Fender damage
9 Inland sea of
Asia
10 Fiery crime
11 Conscious
12 Bother
13 "The Gold Bug"
penner

21 First gear
22 Snakelike fish
26 Blanche's first
name?
27 Elm and oak
28 Lunch time
29 Actress Gabor
30 McBain and
McMahon
32 Two quartets
combined
33 At that place
34 Hairy spider
36 Crones
38 Author Levin
39 Pro's opposite
41 Ripped open
44 Moral

Solutions
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47 School erg.
48 Type of artificial
fly
49 Golfer Ernie
51 Dada artist Max
53 Leibovitz or
Lennox

3 s
I H J.
H J. V
3 I d
J_

!; J_

s

54
55
57
58
59

Tries to outrun
Glasgow's river
Run smoothly
Intense anger
Clothing
60 Collar
61 Have debts

Out of My Head
by Scotty Carlson
N~~D 50Mf. DATING
ADVIC~. HOW WOULD YOU
HANDl.~ DATING AN OI.O~R MAN?
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Aries (March 2 1 - Apri l 20): I like your outfit There's j ust one teeensyweeeensy little problem: It 's ridiculous.
Taurus (April 21 - May 21 ): You 're the kind of person who buys nice food and
drink like Fij i water and the very best cheese. I feel compelled to tell you,
however, that it all comes out the same way.
Gemini (May 22 - June 21): The city is about to rezone your house, making
your gambling racket illegal. Come to think of it, it was always illegal.
Cancer (June 22 - July 23): Remember when we didn't have cell phones and
computers, like I0 years ago? Weird.
Leo (July 24 - Aug. 23): A sexy pirate will berate you and poke you in the
stomach with her sword this Halloween. Now, there-Maybe next time someone brings in a box of caramel apples to share with everyone you won't eat I 0
because you' re " hungry."
Virgo (Aug. 24 - Sept 23): Speaking of Halloween costumes, going as
" naked" might not be the best idea, though humorous.
Libra (Sept 24 - Oct 23): You will find Osama Bin Laden this week after a
series of kooky events followed by a hilarious montage that, in tum, ends up in
an awkward bet with a snake charmer in Israel.
Scorpio (Oct 24 - Nov. 22): Don't despair. When your friend said, "You cut
your hair," and then just walked away, I'm sure she didn't mean to offend you.
Sagittarius (Nov. 23 - Dec. 2 1): I know you're pretty much sick of that new
guy at work who keeps underm in ing you and sneering condescendingly, but
he'll get his comeuppance when someone tapes the water faucet in the "on"
position and he gets sprayed in the face.
Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 20): It's Halloween, but you're already thinking
about Christmas, explaining that you like to "keep it in your heart all year
long." This is the most annoying thing I can think of, dude.
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Commentary

Miller's role in 'Plamegate' hurts free speech
By Alicia Dorr
Managing Editor
Everyone loves a martyr. It's
comforting to see someone go
down for a cause, to speak out
against tyranny, to "stand up for
what's ri g ht." Legend s of
Founding Fathers chanting about
unfa ir tax in g h ave a ll owed
Americans the 200 years of s mug
satisfact ion that they were borne of
heroes, and the Bill of Rights is
their documented proof.
Anyone willing to sacrifice
themself fo r the First Amendment
has enjoyed special credibility, and
maybe with good reason. But the
complex account of an administration official's leak is no patriotic
bedtime story, and Judith Miller is
no Thomas Paine or Larry Fly nt.
On the surface, a j ournalist who
would sacrifice herself to protect a
source seems the perfect picture of
a champion for civil liberties. The
now-infamous Miller was jailed in
July and remained in custody for
85 days for this. She was released
at the end of September after she
was g iven verbal permission from
her source to testify in U.S.
Attorney Patrick Fitzgerald 's CIA
leak investigation.
Miller, who never actually wrote
anything pertaining to the leak, is
not really the focus of the investigation- it is about the revealed
identity of covert CIA operative
Valerie Plame. After Plame's husband, an ambassador, wrote a co lumn questioning the administration's search fo r weapons of mass
destruction upon returning from
abroad, top administration o fficials
leaked her n a m e to a fe w
reporters-which is, in fact , a
crime- because someone was crit-

ical of the administration.
While one could get lost in the
baffling amount of information and
twists in the story, that 's really
what it comes down to: Someone
was critical of the administration,
and, for a moment, there was nothing Bush o fficials could do about
it.

It's a real tear-jerker for a country where the Iines between the left
and the right wings are growing
into barricades, but at some point
everyone should take a second look
at the tale of the reporter willing to
go down for her source, and then
shake their heads in confusion.
Because the source, it turns out,

KRT

Dan Bartlett, Scooter Libby, and Vice President Dick Cheney in
the Rose Garden of th e White House in July 2005.
So, the story really isn't romantic at all. A high-ranking official
carrying o ut the agenda of the
administration was sent to talk to a
writer, who, in tum, let herself be a
government mouthpiece at The
New York Times. Whether or not
she w rote a story, concealing this
official's name was apparently the
source of all her integrity, because
she refused to g ive it when prompted. When finally placed in front of
the U.S. Di strict Court, she said,
" !fa journalist cannot be trusted to
guarantee confidentiality, the journalist cannot function and there
cannot be a free press."

wasn' t some schmuck off the
street- it was I. Lewis " Scooter"
Libby, Vice President Dick
Cheney's chief o f staff. And by
making herself the center of media
attention in the affair, Judith Miller
has become sort of, well, annoying.
Mi ller's grandstanding on the
issue of sources is not admirable; it
makes her look like an ambassador
for the cozy admini stration.
Beyond that, she was told in writing while in jail that Libby wanted
to testify. How n ice o f him to step
aside so gallan tly; the Times
reported that Libby " genuinely
wanted her to testify."

•••

The fact that she needed to hear
it from Libby in a telephone conversation reveals a more confidential-even friend ly- relationship
between them that upends the idea
that s he would apply the same standards to any source. Libby comes
out looking like a hero for surrendering himself in honor of the First
Amendment right a long with her,
and everyone seems to buy it.
And the way people are buy ing it
is d isturbing, too. In a time when
j ournalists on the White House
beat are afraid to challenge the
administration for fear of being
shut out, it's strange that Miller is
enjoy ing not only leniency, but
praise. Because she protected a
crony named " Scooter," the
Society o f Pro fessional Journ alists
is set to honor her. Whi le it is not
arguable that she did technica lly go
to j ail for her First Amendm ent
rights- SPJ's continued reasoning
for honoring her- it is s tartl ing
that thi s is the best of journalism
out there.
This story is best dissected under
a high-powered microscope rather
than being saluted: Why was this
the port ion of the case that ended
up with all the political and media
attention? Because Miller went to
jail? What cause is she really fi ghting for- journalistic integrity or
the integrity o f the Bush administration 's agenda?
If free speech ad vocates become
only cheerleaders for the admini stration, lines become muddled
between what's free speech and
what 's double speak. And until we
draw those lines a little more boldly between Jud ith Miller and First
Amendment rights. the future o f
free s peech is go ing to look
increasingly bleak.

while Libby's lies harm our security
By Derek Strum
Commentary Editor
Vice President Dick Cheney's
former chief of staff, I. Lewis
" Scooter" Libby, faces a maximum penalty of 30 years in prison
and a $ 1.25 million fine if he ends
up bei ng conv icted on a ll the
counts he was indicted for on Oct.
28. Bas ically, that tran slates to
doing nearly two years for each
one of President Bush's infamous
16 words that got poor Scooter
into this mess.
In his 2003 State of the Union
ad dress , Bush c la im e d, " Th e
British government has learned
that Saddam Hussein recently
sought s ignificant quant ities of
uranium from Africa."
Those 16 words were seeming ly
dissected and discussed to their
very lim its, but special prosecutor
Patrick Fitzgerald's two-year
investigation has focu sed o n the
damage caused by those who were
trying to control it.
Libby's indictment confi rms
that the leak of the name of CIA
undercover operative Valeri e
Plame was intentional and the
White House was fu lly aware of
what it was do ing. Of any lies o r
exaggeration used in the case for
war in Iraq, this blatant twisting of

the t r uth wa s th e wor s t.
Additionally, it was illegal.
The reasons for Plame's outing
were pa infully clear, but also terribly dis hones t. That's because
Pla me is the w ife of fo r mer
ambassador Joseph C . Wi lson IV,
who had been sent by the C IA to
Niger in 2002 to investigate
claims that Iraq was seek ing to
purchase uranium in hopes of
making nuc lear weapons. When
Wilson found nothi ng to support
the notion, the Bus h adm inistratio n thundered ahead with th e
schemes anyway, using th e cla im
as though it were fact for those
16 words.
As an article in the Oct. 31
Newsweek reported, Condoleezza
Rice appeared on television in
June 2003 and "denied she knew
that documents underly ing the uranium story were, in fact, crude forgeries" by say ing, " Maybe somebody in the bowe ls of the agency
knew something about this, but
nobody in my c ircles."
You could probably understand
why Wilson was a li ttle upset. He
told Newsweek, "That was a slap
in the face. She was saying ' Fyou, Was hington, we don 't care.'
Or rather, 'F- you, America' ."
Wilson's disgust led to his July
6, 2003, op-ed piece in The New
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York Tim es, entitl ed '' What I
Didn 't Find in Africa," as well as
interviews for The Was hington
Post and an appearance on NBC 's
" Meet the Press."
By expressing credib le doubt
that one o f the Bush admin istration's justifications for the Iraq
war at a tim e w hen the WMD
claims were crumbling, he became
an ins tant enemy. And consequently, White House officials sought to
assassinate Wi lson ' s character.
U nforg ivably, th ey pl aced the
country at risk in doing so.
Between July 10 and Ju ly 12,
the indictm ent alleges, Libby
spoke with three reportersN BC's Tim Russert, Tim e's
Matthew Cooper, and The Times'
Jud ith Miller. And they were three
day s w h en Libby - who
Newsweek called an "outgoing
schmoozer who 's been known to
trade s hots of tequila with
reporters until the wee hours of the
morning " - fu ll y awa re that
Va lerie Plame 's identity was classi fi ed information .
Even more troubling is the
indictment's report that on June 12,
2003, Libby " was adv ised by
[Cheney] that Wi lson 's wife
worked at the Central Intelligence
Agency in the Co unterproliferation
Division," which means that any
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White House claim about not
knowing Plame was a spy is completely false. On Sept. 14, 2003,
Cheney appeared on " Meet the
Press" and claimed he didn't know
Wilson. That month, the Justice
Department infom1ed the White
House that it was investigating
unauthorized disclos ure of an
undercover CIA employee.
As though stretchi ng the facts
to get the Am erican people to follow a wron g-headed agenda
weren ' t bad enough, the Bush
adm in istration serious ly comprom ised o ur safety in the means by
which it did it.
In a tim e o f war, there's no
te ll ing how muc h damage is
caused by outing an operative for
intelligence operatio ns. It sacri fi ces not on ly th e safety o f that
agent, but th e ent ire agency that
protects him or her as well. But
the adminis trat ion has seen safety
as a concern secondary to covering its ow n political behind.
Wh en peopl e wonder what
mi struths contributed to a march
to war that has laken the lives of
more than 2,000 Ameri can soldiers and countless Iraqis, the
se lf-serving deci sion to leak
Va lerie Plame's identity is the
most appropriate place to s tart
looking for ans wers.
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Roamin'
Numerals

50 yards
Length of field goal
kicked by Brian
Diesbourg during ha lftime of a Canad ian
Footba ll League game
on Oct. 27. Diesbourg,
25, won $I million as
part of Wendy's Ki ck
for a Million
prom otion.

$1 million
Va lue of lottery ticket
purc hased by Christina
Goodenow of Wh ite
City, Ore .. although the
3 8-year-o ld may be
unable to collect the
prize money for
purchasing the ticket
w ith a deceased
relative ·s stolen credit
card.

22
Number of homemade
chocolate bars conta ining dried mushrooms,
hashi sh and marijuana
siezed from two 19year-olds in The
Colony, Texas. Each
bar had been cut into
squares , foiled and
wrapped in a computergenerated paper s leeve
labeled ·'nirvana, .. w ith
an approximate street
value of up to $150.

Choice Cuts

''

"They panicked when
they heard the car
a la rm go off ...
and ran."

Unidentified 69-year-old
man from Watsons Bay,
Austra lia, commenting
on two carjackers who
ordered him out of his
$ 100,000 200 I Audi S4
sports car in his garage
on Oct. 25. The victim
la id on the floor until the
carj ackers asked him for
assistance in putting the
car in reverse and opening the garage door.
Police said they now
have an image of one of
the carjackers. who
attacked the owner o f a
Porsche last month.
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Commentary
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No-·eas~ ··allfwers to questions ra1sed by editorials

The Oct. 10 edition of The Chronicle
included two interesting editorials on its
"Commentary" page. The first argues
that Columbia Co llege Chicago should
"close [the] door to open admissions."
The second notes that " the poverty rate
among blacks is worse than it was five
years ago" and goes on to suggest that
the college should pay particular attention to affordability in order to sustain its
divers ity.
We are sympathetic to the idea that students -all students- deserve the best
education that th is college can deliver.
Students with varying levels of preparatio n and motivation undoubtedly affect
the educational climate o f the classroom.
We also share concerns about issues of
affordability.
There are larger social and educational
policy questio ns rai sed by your editorials. They merit national debate, but the
current administrati on in Washi ngton has
not seen fit to raise them- at least not
until Hurricane Katrina exposed the soft
underbelly of systemic po verty and institutio nal racism in this country.
Who can and should be able to attend
the college of their choice? How do we
ensure equality o f educatio nal opportunity in a system whe re privileged public
sc hool districts spend up to $1 7,000 per
year to educate each st udent. while other.
poorer distric ts spend as little as onethird of that amount ? How can the richest nation on earth empower its poorest
citizens to escape the bonds of generational poverty, despair and disillusionment ? What should be Columbia 's
respo nse to these questions?
These are the BIG questions raised by
your editorials.
For more than 40 years, Columbia has
reflected the economic and ethnic diversity of contemporary American society.
This diversity has been an essential element of the Columbia culture and ethos.
Some have called it our defining difference. Others point to is as one of our
most important values. Today, Columbia
College Chicago remains committed to
providing opportunity and access.
Columbia 2010, our long-range plan,
challenges us to "remain affordable for
students at all income levels."
We want to keep our doors open as
wide as possible and keep tuition low for
all who pass over the threshold. This
approach reflects our institutional
response to the social and educational
inequities that character ize the least
admirable qualities o f Ameri can higher
~
education .
As a matter of princ iple, Columbia
be lieves that all indi viduals in a democratic soc iety shou ld ha ve the right to
educational oppo rtunity.
A recent report by the Pe ll Institute for
the Study of Oppo rtun it y in Higher
Educati on concludes that "a soc ia l gap is
open ing up between those in educated
society and those in no neducated society." The Pell study goes on to indi ct U.S .
colleges and universit ies, as a gro up, for
having "done a terrible job of including
those fro m the botto m half o f family
mcome distribution. In this respect, higher education is now causi ng most of the
growing inequali ty and strengt hening of
cla ~s structure in the Umtcd States ."
We believe that Co lumbta ('nll cgc
Chicago is part of the solutw n. nnt part
of the proble m.
That is why we have committed so
much attention a nd energy to enl arging
out Open Doors scholan hip program to
prov tde econom ic opportumllu for students fram C hicago Public Schoo ls. To
help acade mica lly under•prepnred students fmm any seho ul district , we hove
Instituted Bridge progra ms to assi st thei r
transtlion to C<>llege•leve l coorn wotk .
':Ve have tr1fd to •void m• k ina •nump·
tt<m~ • bout the tooti vati<m and lnte lleetu-

lEI I ERS 10 1HE

a l capability of students based solely
upon their previous academic performance or their ACT or SAT scores. Too
o ften, inadequate academic preparation
re nects systemic poverty and absence of
equal educational o pportunity.
T he Chronicle commentary is probably
correct when it argues that " three or fo ur
students [in c lasses] arc many steps
behind the rest .. . " That allegation wo uld
likely be true even if Columbia were to
become highly selec tive in its admi ssions
practices. Those with I 600 SAT scores
might compl ain about the three or four
"laggards" in a particular class who
sco red only 1300 on that particular
admiss ions test.
In po int of fact, Columbia delivers an
educational product th at successfull y
prepares graduates for important and
meaningful jobs in the real-world marketplace. Ninety-five percent of employers partic ipating in the recent Chicago
Employer Survey reported that Columbia
grads were well prepared for careers in
the arts and media, and 93 percen t fo und
them equally or better prepared than
graduates of other arts and media institutions.
At Columbia, we have not lowered our
expectations about what students should
take from our classrooms into the world.
What we have lowered are the arbitrary
barriers to opportunity and access that
frustrate the dreams of talented and
deserving students seeking to create
meaningful lives and give expression to
their individual voices.

- Dr. Warrick L. Carter
President, Columbia College

EorroR:

Open admissions does not
translate to lower standards
Yo ur Oct. I 0 editorial that urged the college to " c lose the door to open admissions" meri ts a response.
I share your contention that the college
should demand rigorous academic performance from its students. Not only do
our students (and their parents) expect
exacting standards, but employers expect
Columbia graduates to have the academic
skill s necessary for success in the world
o utside the classroom.
However, I do not share the assumptions
yo u make in framing your argum ents
abo ut open admissions at Columbia . Some
o f the factual bases for your argument
deserve c larification.
First, it should be noted that Columbia
does not practice open admissions as your
commentary de fines the practice, i.e., as
the absence o f admiss ions standards.
While th is institution seeks to reduce academ ic barriers that prevent students from
entering college, we recognize that some
students simply lack the academic preparation necessary to be successful at
Columbia. Our admissions staff counsels
these students and often urges them to
enroll at another institution more suited to
their needs and situation. Sometimes,
before students are admitted to Columbia,
they are enrolled in programs that help
them address the educational deficits that
would diminish their chances for academic success. Their progress is regularly
tracked, and counseling is offered to assist
in building study skills or time management techniques.
These programs---iievelopmental instruction, counseling and the Bridge programs,
s eci fi call - rew out of the colle e 's ri -

CBLUMBIA CHRONICLE
your paper, your news, your voice.

oroua process of self-ex&rnination that
attended the 2000 re-accreditation by the
North Central Association. Columbia did
not, as your editorial suggests, "take a
pass" at the chance to examine open
admissions. In point of fact, North Central
did not ask the college to " re-evaluate the
policy." Rather, in response to the accreditation review, Columbia recommitted
itself to a "generous" admissions policy
with even stronger support systems,
including developmental instruction and
counseling, to help students succeed.
Finally, I would take exception with
your contention that "under-qualified students [are allowed] to breeze through
classes and graduate while doing as little
work as possible." Every formal and informal survey that we have conducted of faculty and employers reinforces our conclusion that Columbia graduates are strongly
prepared for professional work outside the
classroom.
Even if the argument your editorial
advance s is accepted-namely, that
Columbia should enact stronger admission
standards to keep out those with "a bad
attitude or a poor educational background"- it would be difficult, if not
impossible, to know what standards to
apply. Grade point averages or scores on
standardized tests are inaccurate predictors of exceptional artistic or creative talent- both essential ingredients to success
in the arts, media and communications
fie lds .
If artificial barriers to adm ission were
raised, then students w ith high levels of
creati ve potentia l would be denied opportunities to pursue their passions. Last
year 's class va ledictorian and salutatorian
were both self-proclaimed underachievers
in high school. By their own admissions,
ne ither would have been . ~itted to
"selective" institutions that ·loOflU Primarily at high school achievement or A'CT
scores. Yet, both these students found their
voices at Columbia. They blossomed in
the fertile, diverse- and, dare.we say itrigorous environment they found he{C.,;..
That is what Columbia is about- making dreams possible because opportunity is
afforded to those for whom success may
not always be predicted.

,,.
-M~rk 'Kelly
Vice President, Student Affairs
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HOKIN
CENTER

S PACES
THE STUDENT CENTERS AND GALLERIES OF COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO

CM.rren,t

'Exhi~ i t i on.s

GoW\.i~ Soon!

HOKIN GALLERY

GLASS CURTAIN GALLERY

6 23 S WABASH AVENUE
HOURS: 9 AM • 1 PM MONDAY· THURSDAY AND 9 AM - 5 PM ON FRIDAY

1104 S WABASH AV ENUE
HOURS: 10 AM - 5 PM TU ESDAY, WEDNES DAY AND FRIDAY AN D
10 AM- 7 PM ON MONDAY AND THURSDAY

Sketchy IV
October 17 - November 4
Sketchy will include work f rom students, staff, and faculty of Columbia
College Chicago. Loose paper sketches and sketchbooks will be exhibited.
The exhi bition Intends to show the process of making art, and prov ides
an opportun ity for all of Columbia to share one of their artistic processes.
Work collected will represent 2D port raits. landscapes, abstract ions, and
graphics as well 3D sketches i ncluding theater. set, and fashion design

HOKINANNEX
623 S WABASH AVENUE
HOURS: 9 AM • 1 PM MONDAY - THU RSDAY AND 9 AM - 5 PM ON FRIDAY

Columbia Florence
October 17 - November 23
This su mm er Columbia College Chicago st udents trave led to Florence, Italy
with the Columbia Arts/ Florence Summer Program. The work on view in
Columbia Florence: The Derive en Film was produced during this summer
of Intensive study where students collaborated on photography. v ideo and
collage.

The Wall and the Page
DRAWINGS AND INSTALLATION BY AMY RATHBONE AND BRAD BROWN
November 10 - December 16, 2005
Reception: Thursday, November 10, 5-7pm
Both artists will be In attendance.
Glass Curt ai n Gall ery Is delighted to bring toget her the intriguin g work
of two ma ster v isual and conceptual artists.
Amy Rathbone
comb ines Installation
and works on pa per.
She uses
familiar objects- wire,
steel wool , sandbags,
gouache and
graphite- to
explore line, ext remes
in scale, and 2D
versus 3D space .
Rathbone
Insi nuates th ese
materials Into t he
walls, colu mns, an d
corn ers of the
gallery In a playful
challenge to our
everyday relationship
with interior
space.

Til£ WAlt ANO Til£ PAGE

Since 1987 Brad
Brown has been
marki ng, tearing,
ta ping, pastin g,
stepping and spilling
on h is draw ings on
paper. all the while am assi ng
thousands of pieces In a body of work he cal ls "The Look Stains.·
These works on paper- combining painting, printing and drawing- are
the accumulations of Brown 's exploration into process. time , chance,
marking and the refusa l of closure.

WISEASS PEFORMANC E

C33 GALLERY
33 E CONGRESS AVENU E
HOURS: 9 AM - 7 PM MONDAY - THURS DAY AND 9 AM • 5 PM ON FRIDAY

NOVEMBER 3, 7PM
HOKIN ANN EX

Alumni Permanent Collection: Fifteen Years of
Painting and Photography
October 17-November 14, 2005
For the f irst t ime [CJ Spaces will present a selected body of work from its
15-year collection in an exhibition setting. This small, but worthy select ion
of pai nting and photography is a retrospective of some of the finest and
mos t notable pieces in th e collection.

HOSTED BY ALEXA HANRAHAN
SPECIAL GUEST: COLUMBIA'S FARM TEAM:
USHBT AN D THE COLUMBIA COLLEGE IMPROV CLUB
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COMING OCTOBER 2005
A new way for Columbia College students and parents to access
billing st atements and pay online.

WHAT CAN CCC PAY DO?
-+ The flexibility to view your bill
electronically 24 hours a day,
7 days a week via the internet
through the Oasis Portal

..
v
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-.)

~

~

~

~

CCCPAY IS A SERVICE
BROUGHT TO YOU BY:
Student Financial Services
Columbia College Chicago
600 S Michigan
Chicago, il 60605
1-866-705-0200
sfs@coium.edu

-+Ability to access and print a
PDF of the paper bill
-+ Immediate confirmation of
your payment

~
~
~

~

-+ The ability to pay your bill
electronically 24 hours a day,
7 days a week via the internet
through check or credit card *

-+ View your current bill plus a
history of bills online

'-'

-+The option to authorize third
parties to view and pay the
bill, such as a parent, guardian
or sponsor anywhere or anytlrne
-+ Email notification when a new
hill has arrived

Ptt:A~lE Ctm :>< YOUR OASIS EMAIL
FOR UPDATES ON WHEN CCCPAY \\1lL
BE AVAILABLE .~NO HOW TO USE IT

Oil VISI'f OIJil WEilSII'f; AT
www.cutorn.eiiiJ/ tihi for n:o1~· 11f•t o~ll!.

• Crodll ctmh occuptod wlil lna vuu MumutCmu. Dtscuvur nnu 1\n, ,,.,, , E'<I>W<'9 und will be svb}cx:t to 11 2 .
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iBook 14" and 12"
from $899

Powerbook G4 12, 15 and 17"
from 1,399

Something for
everyone.

...

......... !""~'!'~ .... ~

lii'il ::~

11111 '"""'"'""

;;.

And discounts
for all.

IPod Nano
from $179

..

iPod
from $269

'"\;

Apple Display

PowerMacGS

from $699

from $1,799

Mac Mini
from $479

The Apple Store @Columbia College
Suite 224
33 East Cong ress
312-344-8622
www.colum.edu/applestore
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Blagojevich, critics battle over necessity of All Kids plan
when on Oct. 27 the All Kids
Health Insurance Act was passed
through both houses.
In a rare address to a joint sesof
the
legislature,
sion
Blagojevich urged lawmakers to
act quickly on his proposal. The
AP
Senate responded by passing the
measure out of committee on a 7Gov. Rod Blagojevich 's address
4 party-line vote, and it now heads
to the lllinois Legislature failed to
to the full Senate.
settle questions raised by his
. Blagojevich said it would add
ambitious All Kids health insur125,000 uninsured children to an
ance proposal, but even skeptics
existing government health prosay the plan is likely to be
gram and create All Kids to cover
approved
an additional I 25,000 children.
Most of the questions were
All Kids would target children
being asked by Republican lawfrom families that don't make
makers and business groups.
enough to afford private insurance
They fear the All Kids program
but make too much to qualify for
could tum into a costly entitlegovernment aid.
ment that will add to the state's
The new program will cost the
budget problems and wonder if it
state $45 million in its fi rst year.
Backers of the program said the
cost will be more than offset by
shifting the state 's Medicaid program to a less costly managedcare program.
"We need to do this because this
is the right thing to do for the
kids," Blagojevich said in the 23minute address. "We're here to
help people build better lives. This
is a historic chance to do that."
Democrats said it's an ingenious way to lower Medicaid costs
and give coverage to kids who
often fall through the health system's cracks. They contend that
delaying its passage only will create problems in implementing the
AP program.
"If there's anything we should
Gov. Rod Blagojevich speaks with Democratic Rep. Gary
do in state government, it's to
Hanning of Litchfield on Oct. 25 at the Illinois State Capitol.
Speaking to both the House and Senate, Blagojevich argued for provide these kinds of safety
nets," said Democratic Sen.
a quick, favorable response to his "All Kids" proposal.
Susan Garrett of Lake Forest.

Republicans contend
plan adds to trouble
in paying Medicaid
costs

will entice people to move here
from other states or encourage
businesses to drop their insurance
plans and let people depend on the
state.
Some accuse Blagojevich of
mshing the plan to help his reelection campaign that will begin
soon.
"There's never been a lot of
details, and it's all been about
press releases and splash and flash
and show-biz so far," said Senate
Minority Leader Frank Watson of
Greenville. "It's been a campaign."
But Republicans acknowledge
there's little chance of keeping the
Democrat-controlled House and
Senate from approving the plan
during the fall veto session this
week and next. In fact, Republican
sentiments were proved right

Illinois State Treasurer Judy Baar Topinka, who has considered
running for governor, is surrounded by reporters on Oct. 25 at
the Illinois State Capitol. Topinka recently claimed that the governor's All Kids plan could be a ticking time bomb, as an entitlement the state can't afford to pay.
C ritics complain the state
already has huge problems paying
Medicaid providers. Any savings
from switching to managed care
should be used to pay old bills, not
create new programs, they argue.
And if managed care isn't as
effective as Blagojevich predicts,
or if All Kids attracts more participants than expected, it could
prove costly for the state, critics
say.
"All we're talking about now is
another time bomb, a ticking time
bomb that's going to blow up at
some point, an entitlement that we
can't pay for, and we're going to
give people an expectation here
that cannot be met," said state
Treasurer Judy Baar Topinka, who
is considering running against
Blagojevich for governor.
Critics note that many details of
the plan- such as the costs for
participating families or the stmc-

ture of the new managed-care system-are not in the legislation.
Those points would be settled
later by administrative rules.
Republicans
acknowledge
they're in a tough spot because
opposing the plan could be dangerous politically. The measure
likely will pass even though
details are scarce, according to
Republicans.
"He wants to tag us as being
against kids, and that's just awful
as far as I'm concerned," said
state Sen. Dale Risinger (RPeoria).
Politics aside, supporters said,
Illinois families deserve more
insurance options: '· ·
"This is something that is relatively untested, so nobosly knows
how well it will work," said Dr.
Craig Backs, president of the
Illinois State Medical Society.
"But we think it's worth trying."

~
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White Sox: so good it's scary

File photo

The vacant Block 37 in the middle of Chicago's Loop has , until
now, sat dormant fo r past the 16 years.

Block 37:

Vacant lot to see
development
Continued from Front Page
Mills officially bought the parcel of property at I 08 N. State St.
earlier this year, and it has been
the master developer of the project
since June 2003. The city sold the
block of land to Mills for $12.3
mi llion, which is a steal for a
block of undeveloped land in the
heart of Chicago's Loop facing
the city's theater, business, political and shopping districts. The
city bought the property for $32.5
million in 2002 and took the
money loss in order to fill the
empty and coveted land.
"Ifyou look at the investment the
developer is going to make to create
this development, I think it was a
fair price," Buscemi said.
According to a Mills press
release, Mills will pay the city an
initial $3.1 million to purchase the
land, and subsequent payments of
$4.5 million and $4.7 million will
be made upon completion of the
office space and development of
the hotel and residential units.
Also in the development plans is
a CTA subway station that will be

built between State and Randolph
streets and will connect the Blue
and Red lines.
"Because it's the only vacant parcel of land between the Dearborn
and State Street subway stations,
the site provide a unique opportunity to create that connection which
otherwise would be prohibitively
expensive," said Robyn Ziegler, a
spokesperson for the CTA.
"Prohibitively
expensive"
because constructing it anywhere
else would require building underneath already existing structures.
Building it at Block 37 allows the
project to start beforehand, Ziegler
said.
The overall cost of the station is
estimated at $2 13.3 million, of
which Mills would pay $40.9 million, with the city and CTA shouldering the remaining $ 172.4 million.
The block at I 08 N. State St. has
received attention since 1989, when
Mayor Harold Washington tore
down existing buildings on the site
in order to make way for more productive development.
Dominic Pacyga, a history professor at Columbia who teaches a
class on Chicago history, said the
construction at Block 37 marks not
only an end for its troubled past, but
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A g ro up of White Sox fans near U.S. Cellular Field celebrate by waving flags just after
the team won its first World Series Championship in 88 years.

it also its historic past. Pacyga said
before the site was vacated in ' 89,
there were buildings there that
dated back to the development
boom after the Chicago fire. The
McCarthy Building that once stood
there was a Chicago landmark and
was stripped of its status to clear the
site for redevelopment, Pacyga
said.
"There was a lot of pressure from
the city to pull down all the buildings and redevelop the site,"
Pacyga said. "Unfortunately, when
they did, the economy went south
and not much has been done with it
since. Block 37 has a long history
with the city. It had always been
theaters and small mom-and-pop
stores that were housed there."
In the new development, the
"mom-and-pop" stores will be

replaced with small European
retai ls li ke Boggi Milano and
Sisley, which have signed letter.; of
intent with Mills. Expected tenants
in the retail space include Banana
Republic and an entertainment venture from Steve Foster, creator of
the Lucky Strike Bowling Alley
and nightclub. The possibility about
a theater at I08 N. State St. has
been discussed, but no plans or
agreements have been finalized.
The only confirmed tenant is
CBS/WBBM-TV, which has signed
a lease to have its new headquarters
in the building.
"We were definitely for theaters
being included, and that's something we've stated strongly time
and again," Tabing said.
The retail and office space phase
of the project is set to conclude in

2008, followed by the residential
and CTAproject phase in 20 10. The
CBS/WBBM-TV space will be on
the lower floors of the office space,
and DeLuca said more tenants are
expected to sign on and will be
announced as they are secured.
Since the Mills have had all parties concerned agree on the plans to
build gradually, the development
an aspect that other did not have.
" In the past when these projects
have failed, you really needed to
line up the financing for all of these
different uses, from hotel to residential to retail," Tabing said.
"Now, the retail can go ahead and
the hotel and residential markets,
which aren't hot at this point, can
come into play later. That's the real
difference in the way of this project
versus the ones from the past."

Think you know Brit Lit? Think again .
.,<:.:·-.

Contemporary UK authors shine at
the Chicago Humanities Festivalthe British Council USA invites you
to join Bernardine Evaristo and
Anthony joseph for a fresh look
at t he fut ure of Brit lit .

Sunday, November 13
3:00- 4:00 p.m .
Alliance Francaise
810 N. Dearborn Street, Chicago

Like your British history spiced with Sudanese
babes and funky verse? Want poetry that
explodes with influences f rom sci-fi to jazz
and Afro-Caribbean myths? Come check out
Bernardine Evaristo and Anthony joseph as
they hit the stage for their Chicago debut.
For more info about this reading, advance
ticket information and other Festival
events, visit www.chfest ival.org.
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Facts on cardiovascular disease

Cfunbing the
stairway to health
Event raises awareness,
encourages prevention
and checkups
By Sam Libretti
Staff Writer

More tha n 100 C hi cagoans
raced up nearly 50 nights o f
stai rs downtown Oct. 23. all in
the name of raisi ng awareness
about the dangers of heart discase.
The "Sta irwav to Health"
c,·cnt was held. at the Hva tt
Ce nter. 71 S. Wacker DriYe. ·and
was sponsored by the Boomer
Coa lition. a nonprofi t organiation dedicated to r.tising awareness about the dangers of ca rdiovascular d isease. or CVD.
Kip Krcutzbc rg scrYCS as executive director fo r the Boomer
Coa lition and said that while
CVD is n' t a headliner. it is
important fo r people to know
their risk factors earlY on.
"Life choices are i.mportant in
the
fig ht against
cvo:·
Krcutzbcrg said. "Our basic
mission here is to empower people to take the necessan steps to
fight thi s disease.
want to
raise awareness.··
In addition to the m n at the
Hyatt Center. participants were
able to gel free health screenings
and massages as well as check
out Blues Trave le r. who pcrfonned as part of a smoke-free
after-party at the House of Blues.

We

329 N. Dea rborn St.
Whil e the events of the day
see med easy going enoug h. the
Boome r Coaliti on managing
director Matt McGovern stressed
that CVD is a tough. sile nt killer.
"One mill ion people die each
year due to CVD. and half of
ihose deaths are preventable ...
McGove rn said.
The root o f CVD lies in a
buildup of fa tty deposits called
plaque inside the arteries. T hat
buildup can then lead to insufficient blood and oxyge n supplies
to the heart. lungs and brain.
w hich poses a multitude of
health ri sks.
Family history is an important
factor. McGoYe rn sa id. a nd
while the Boo mer Coa liti on primarily targets raising awareness
in people of the "baby boomer'
age. those who arc of college age
should stay info rmed about
CVD. too.
"Tak ing steps to preYent C VD
ca n never come too early.··
McGoYem said. ''A lot o f people
sav ·Yeah. veah. veah. we know
ali about it·.· but ·then never get
checked out. Fo r people in thei r
earlv 20s. a ll it takes is o ne
checkup per yea r to get your
cholesterol. hea rt rate and ot her
important stati st ics to know
where you stand.''
McGovern explained that it is
impo rtant for younger people to
get checkups on a regular basis.

• Heart disease and stroke are the principle components of cardiovascular
disease and are the first and third leading causes of death in the United States.
• Although CVD is thought to mostly affect men and older people, it is also a
maj or killer of women and people in the prime of life.
• About 61 million Americans have some form of CVD-almost one-fourth of
the population.
• Every 33 seconds, someone in America dies of CVD.
• CVD accounts for 40% of all deaths in the U.S.
Source: Center for Disease Control

" It's surpri sing how many peo- was separated from them o nce
ple (of co llege age J have high the race started.
.. , hea rd about (the Stairway to
cho lesterol or blood pressu re and
Health( through my gy m." Miles
do n't even know it.'' he said.
Pa rt ic ipants were able to said. ··o riginally the whole
organize teams for "Staimay to awareness end o f it seemed secHea lth ... but some. like 3 7-vear- ondary·. But I did some research
old Tony Hi rschtritt. chose io go online about the Boomer
it alone.
Coalition and
" I thi nk this
"I wanted to tlo this as u way it seemed like
is a wonder- to honor /tint This is me suy- a rea l~~ good
ful event to
ing, 'Dad, /love you. Now cause.
get
people
plea.
5e try to take care ofyour- ishAtlinetheon finth in kin g
the
self, "
about a very
-'7th floor of
i m po r ta n t
the
Hya ll
- Laura Tone, (lartici(lant in
ISSUe.
said
Center. Miles
C\'Cllt.
Hirschtritt. a
ad mitled he
f ormer
tried to run
Marine from Chicago. "There ·s the whole way. but "made it
a lot we can do to put an end to · about six floors when I had to
the deaths caused bv CVD ...
just walk the rest. I feel good
Hirsc htritt works. for Pfizer. a about doing it. tho ugh. No CVD
pharmaceutica l com pany. and here."
Maryann McGerty and Laura
has seen how far-reaching CVD
is based simply o n the amount of Lee Tone. both o f Chicago.
hea rt disease-re lated medications decided to make the trek togethdistributed by Phizcr.
e r and. despite being out of
Another solo runne r. Doug breath and a )itlle sweaty. were
Miles. had organized a team but happy to do it.

1206 North State

r.,.........

Con tlla corner ol Sta ..·ee4 Dl•lelon)
www.lllcfadden••aloon.co•

Por 111ora lnfor111atlon contact Q a.a at 31;.r.• 7:t .. ~:tu.

" I think I did better than I
expected,.. McGerty said. '·J j ust
wanted to do somet hing that
wou ld have a positive effect on
the problem of heart disease.'·
For Tone. her partic ipation had
a more personal message behi nd
it.
"My father recently suffered a
stroke." Tone said. .. And so I
wanted to do this as a way to
honor him. This is me saying.
' Dad. I love you. Now please try
to take care of yourself.. ,
Participants paid a $40 fee for
all of the day ·s events.
McGovern said that the Boomer
Coalition was still crunching
nu mbers to see exactly how
much money they ra ised. b ut
said the event was a success.
..Everyone see med enthusiastic...
McGovern
said.
"Hopefully the message we are
trying to bring came across, and
people will begin to truly understand that this disease has a cure.
All it takes is to get your numbers checked."
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The Office of Student Leadership
In c oordination with the Office o f Latino Cultural Affairs

Present ...
Famous Keynote Speaker Consuelo Castillo Kickbusch (LTC Retired)
Part o f The Office of Student Leadership's "Speaker Series "
Multi Award-Winning Motivational Speaker including:
National Hispanic Leadership Institute "Mujer Award " - November 2005
DATE: Wednesday, November 16, 2005
TIME: Speech 5-6 PM and Reception 6-8 pm
LOCATION: Film Row Cinema
8"' Floor Theater
11 04 S. Wabash
RECEPTION : Includes a book-signing of "Journey to the Future" and modest hors d'oeuvres.

Reception sponsored by the Columbia College Latino Alliance.

FREE AND OPEN TO STUDENTS WITH VALID ID.
(All Guests should be accompanied by student.)
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Community crusading to save theater
Possible demolition
looming for unused
Adelphi Theater
By Cathleen Stanger
Staff Writer

The Adelphi Theater has been
an unoffi cial landmark of Rogers
Park since it was built in 19 17.
But has been empty for years ,
and now a debate continues
among res idents in Rogers Park
whether to tear it down to make
way for condo construction.
The Adelphi Theater, 7074 N.
Clark St. , has been closed since
2002 . Before its closing, the theater was famous for showing
Boll ywood films, and some residents would like to see it preserved fo r showing films in the
future.
Longtime resident Bill Morton
started a nonprofit organization,
C itizens for the Adelphi Theater,
to get residents rallying for a halt
to the demolition.
Morton calls his crusade a
labor of love. He has a history
and an attachment to the theater.
A couple of years ago he quit his
job,rented the theater and began
working and worked full time on
renovating it with a group of
volunteers.
But Morton recently found out
about the possible demolition of
the theater if the space is sold to
a condo developer.
"I heard about this, and I was
so alarmed I had to get
involved," Morton said.
His organization consists of
more than 1,000 neighborhood

Courtesy of the Citizens for the Adelphi Theater

A view from inside of the Adelphi Theater, 7074 N. Clark St., which has been closed since 2002.
The theater, built in 1917, is facing demolition for possible redevelopment that might include condos. Community members are attempting to put the theater back into use.
residents who have taken to his
"All these people would walk acter, harmony and stability of
cause. Citizens for the Adelphi in and they'd tell me these sto- residential and business areas.
Theater have filed a petition and ries about the memories they had The basic idea behind rezoning
sent it to 49th Ward Alderman in the theater," Morton said.
is that it brings business into the
Joe Moore.
The organization has also been community of Rogers Park,
Recently, Morton has been in talks with the theater 's owner, whether it is commercial busiworking on a business plan and Chad Zuric, to see if he would be nesses or residential business,
getting the word out about the willing to sell the theater to which would be the condominitheater. He will also be sending them.
ums.
out petitions to all of the city 's
"It opened the door to negotiaCommunity activist and Lunt
50 aldermen, and he is scheduled tions," Morton said.
Area
Neighbors
member
to meet with Mayor Richard M.
Zoning is another obstacle for Christine Inserra has concerns
Daley and the Metropolitan the Citizens for the Adelphi about rezoning that would not
Planning Council to plead the Theater. If recent proposals to only affect the Adelphi Theater,
organization's case.
area
zoning
are but also Clark Street from Touhy
change
Morton recalled how, when he approved, then chances are good Avenue to Pratt Boulevard.
and volunteers were renovating the theater will be tom down.
She participated in a zoning
the theater, residents would wanZoning encodes the city 's land study sponsored by Moore two
der in and talk about it's history. use policies to protect the char- years ago. In it she and a group

s.
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examined buildings around the
neighborhood and made recommendations for them. Lunt members are concerned about recent
tear-downs of sound bui !ding
stock and smaller modem houses
coming up in its place.
"A majority of members
would not like to see Clark
Street full of four stories of condominiums on top of commercial business space," Inserra said
in regards to the Adelphi Theater
and the space it sits on.
Moore has not spoken out for
or against the possible demolition of the Adelphi Theater, but
would like the land to become
useful again, whether for business or residential use, said
Kevin Cosgrove, Alderman
Moore 's chief of staff. Moore
has already hosted a community
meeting on the topic to hear residents' thoughts and opinions on
the matter.
Residents who opposed the
demolition of the Adelphi
Theater have spoken to the
alderman and pushed for further
meetings to deliberate the issue.
"Joe's not married to the zoning change, but he would like to
see something happen with the
vacant space," said Cosgrove.
"We'd love to see a theater
there; we ' d love to see a community art center there, or an ethnic
restaurant. We just don ' t want to
see this theater sit vacant for
another couple of years,"
Cosgrove said. "It's just difficult
when people wait until something is already happening to
say, 'Stop! "'
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because they get some kind o f
feeling," Lorys said.
O n July 30, 2004, a team of
researchers from the Gho st
Research Society tried capturing
physical proof of Paderewski's
presence through aud io and video
recording and photography. The
resu lts came back inconclusive.

Horse and rider
still taking late
night rides

Residents report
seeing survivors
years after crash
In one of America's deadliest
plane crashes, American Airlines
flight 191 crashed during takeoff
from
O' Hare
International
Airport on May 25, 1979.
At liftoff, about 6 ,000 feet
down the runway, tower controllers saw the left eng ine separate from the wing and fell to the
runway below. Once flight 19 1
reached 300 feet in altitude, the
plane banked left and barreled
into an abandoned hanger while
j ust miss ing a mobile home park
a ha lf-mile northwest o f O ' Hare.
All 27 1 people on board and
two on the ground were kill ed.
Res idents in the nearby mob il e
home park have since reported

Giff:
Guests believe
in haunting
Despite many g hostly accounts,
The Ol e St. Andrew's Inn appears
to be a comfortable neighborhood
bar that serves up many American
favorites, including steaks, sandwiches and stews.

odd sights and sounds, including
foots teps outside of homes and
knocking on their doors. One resident was reportedly as ked by a
smoldering man where the nearest phone booth was. When the
resident turned to tell him , the
man was gone, according to Dale
Kaczmarek , president of the
Ghost Research Society.
"And prior to the crash two different passengers on the fli ght
had dreams of a large airliner
going down," Kaczmarek said.
Judith Wax, an author who was
killed in the crash along with her
husband, wrote of her fear of fl ying in her book Starting in the
Middle.
" I developed such a fear o f airplanes my head tremb led from
takeoff to landing," Wax wrote on
page 19 1 in her book, the same
number as th e flig ht.
Dogs living in the mobile home

The Po lish Museum
of
America not only houses the
largest collection and periodicals
and arti facts outside of Poland,
but also the supposed spirit of a
famous pianist.
Th e museum , at 9 84 N .
Mi lwaukee Ave., s tarted assembling an lgnacy Jan Paderewski
Room exhi bit, wh ich honored the
Po lis h musician, aft er he died
wh ile staying at the Buckingham
Hotel in New York C ity on July
29, 194 1.
The Paderewski exhibit opened

to the public the fo llowing
November and has since been the
museum 's busiest attraction. The
exhibit includes the hotel furnishings and Paderewski's bed, said
Jan Lorys, director of the Polish
Museum of America. And, some
say, it also comes with a ghost.
" We' ve had one or two unexplainable things happen in there,"
Lorys said. " During a tour group
once all of a s udden the music
machine plugged in , played
Paderewski's music and then just
shut off."
Staff also place flowers on the
firep lace mantle in remembran ce
of Paderewski 's birthday on Nov.
6, and on the day in Ju ly that he
died. The bi rthday bouquet fl ourishes long into the month, while
the July bouq uets us ually die
with in a few days.
"Guides and cleaning sta ff
don' t like to go into the room

Sin ce black and white photos
of both male and fema le golf
players hang al ong the walls, the
bar's them e o ver the years is
believed to be connected with
the Royal and Anc ient G ol f Club
of St. Andrews, the world 's oldest golf course .
The horseshoe-s haped bar Giff
was said to have died in has
since moved from the back o f the
ba r closer to the front d oor.
Tables and chairs now cover the

spot w here G iff's body was
fo und, and on Oct. 20, a couple
of loca ls from Edgewater sat at
the tabl e.
Richard Banden and Amanda
C hurch were ta lking w ith the
bartender about G iffw hen the lit,
plast ic pumpkin d ecoration on
their table began to fli cker.
" Our pumpkin kept fli ckering ," C hu rch said . "Our fri end
was with us and sa id , ' It must be
a ghos t. " '

Banden said they have been to
the bar several ti mes and that
was the first time th ey had seen
anything.
" I totally buy (that] this place
is haunted ," Banden sa id.
Lisa Wind , a 30-year-o ld wh o
lives in the neighbo rhood , said
s he hasn' t seen any thing out o f
the ordinary, but if she did, it
wouldn 't catch her o f-guard .
" I wouldn 't be surprised at all.
I'm sure this place is haunted,"

park no longer go into the fie ld,
and they frequently gaze out over
the open land and bark for hours
at what appears to be nothing.

Polish pianist
creeping out
museum guests

One of the last things drivers
expect to see in the middle of
night is a horse and rider cross ing
the road in front of them .
However, at the intersection at
I 18th Street and LaGrange Road
o n Chicago's Southwest Side,
many have seen j ust that- for a
few seconds, anyway.
There have been many accidents as riders try to cross roads
and are struck by vehicles in the
area encompassed by nearl y
12,000 acres of forest preserve
and numerous horse stables, said
Kathy Fitzpatrick, a horse trainer
at Fitzjoy Farm Riding Academy.
Roughly 15 years ago , an elderly man, known as Dr. Gar,
boarded his horse at Fitzjoy Farm
and was struck by a car as he
attempted to cross the street. The
horse had to be euthanized fo llowing the accident, and Dr. Gar
died a few days later in the hospita l.
" I hear stories now of people
seeing Dr. Gar riding through the
woods on a gray horse and wearing full costum e," Fitzpatr ick
said .
Other horse s ightings have
been reported fo ur miles north at
th e intersection of 95th Street and
Kean Road, where th ere have
been numerous deaths involving
horses, according to Kaczmarek.
·'People are seeing horses in
the tw ilight ho urs, long after the
rea l horses are back in the stables," Kaczmarek said. " But then
they j ust d isappear."

Wind sa id. '' I believe in reincarnation and tha t people come
back throug h the s pirit world."
Crowe sa id that G iff probably
doesn 't rea lize he's dead because
he th inks he's still drunk .
·' Gi ff is j ust reaching around
and touch ing legs to get he lp up
off the fl oor," Crowe sa id. " It is
one o f the best locati ons, as far
as I' m concerned , in my career
for hav ing experiences of that
nature."

Student injured playing baseball
'Screwed '
A 53-year-old man returned his construction site at
Johnson Publis hing Company, 820 S. Mi chig an Ave., on
Oct. 22 and found his toolbox was missing several items.
Power drills, power saws, a screw g un and a power sander
and blower were missing, all valued at more than $300.
Police were unable to locate a s uspect.

On Oct. 2 1, a 14-year-old boy was playing baseball at
the South Loop Elementary School, 12 12 S. Plymouth
Court, when he was accidentally struck in the back of the
head with a baseball bat. Po lice and paramedics responded
and transported the boy to Mercy Hospital where he was
listed in stable condition.
Man follows attacker to mission

Baby bandit
On O ct. 2 1, a 48-year-old male was taken in for processing after he was o bserved by security officers at a
Jewel store, 1224 S. Wabash Ave., taking powered baby
milk off the s helves and placing it into a bag. The merchandi se was val ued at $80.94.

-Compiled by Chronicle staff through information
provided by the Chicago Police Deportment.

On Oct. 20, a 45-year-old man was walking ncar 600 S.
Plymouth Court when he was approached and struck in the
chest for no apparent reason by another man in his 40s.
The victim then followed the offender until he entered the
Paci fic Garden Mission, 646 S. State St., at which point he
called police. Officers arrived and toured the facility until
the victim could positively identi fy the offender, who was
taken in for processing.
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The Ole St. Andrew's Inn, 5938 N. Broadway, was owned by 59-year-old Frank Giff until his wife found him dead one morning in 1959. Giffs wife sold what was
then called Frank Giffs Pub soon after, and guests since have claimed Giffs spirit still lives at the establishment.

Chilled drinks-and just plain chills
Edgewater bar allegedly
haunted by former owner
By Alan J. Baker

City Beat Editor
Norwegian-American Frank Giff still
reaches fo r help after falling and hitting
his head on the bar at Ole St. Andrew's
Inn, 5938 N. Broadway, nearly 50 years
after his death.
In what was once called Frank Giff's
Pub, Giff was said to partake of his own
wares, and one night, he overindulged in
vodka, causing him to fall to his death.
" It was his wife who found him the next
morning, and ever since there have been
occurrences in that building," said Dale
Kazmarek, who has been monitoring
supernatural behavior for 30 years.
Kazmarek is the president of the Ghost
Research Society, a group that actively
researches and investigates sightings of
ghosts.
Kazmarek said that through the years
patrons have reported being touched by

cold hands while sitting in booths, when the establishment was owned by the
"employees only" doors were seen open- McDougals and was called the Edinburgh
ing and closing, moving objects were Castle Pub.
"When I got to the lecture, I learned
seen crashing to the floors and cold spots
could be felt throughout the pub.
from the owners that bar was considered
Following Giff's death, his wife sold haunted," Crowe said. " I was on my first
trip there, and 1 had
the Pub to Jane and
Blair McDougal, and "The owner came over to the an experience, and
its name has changed bar and asked if I had seen the that doesn't happen
very often at all in my
a few times. But owners and guests alike ghost knock the glass down" business."
While sitting at the
seem to agree that
longbar,
two
someone- or some-Richard Crowe, professional
thing- is lurking withstemmed glasses leapt
ghost hunter
from the rack and
in the establishment.
Richard Crowe of
crashed to the floor in
Chicago is one of those people who front of him. Being along Broadway,
believes the Ole St. Andrews is Haunted. Crowe said he thought the heavy traffic
As a professional ghost hunter, Crowe outside may have caused vibrations,
has been working full-time since 1979 knocking the glasses off the shelf.
"The owner came over to the bar and
collecting ghostly tales, and he is a founding member of Ivan T. Sanderson's asked if 1 had seen the ghost knock the
Society for the Investigation of the glasses down," Crowe said.
Unexplained.
McDougal picked up the glasses and
Crowe was invited to a lecture for the showed patrons the bottoms, which he
Chicago Chemists Club back at the time claimed had been taped to the bar before

they fell, Crowe said.
After the Chemists Club lecture, Crowe
frequently returned to the Edinburgh trying to monitor the bar while continuing to
research Giff.
Late one night as Crowe walked in the
front door, he saw Margaret Louie, a
Scottish woman and longtime regular at
Edinburgh, and the ash tray in front of her
flew off the bar and broke.
"Margaret jumped off the stool backwards and was screaming, ' 1 never
touched that,"' Crowe said. "I saw it.
There was no way that could have been
staged; the ashtray flew off the bar by
itself."
Crowe said what was unusual about the
two occasions he witnessed was the fact
that he actually saw the objects fall and
crash.
"Most people hear the crash and then
tum around to see what it was," Crowe
said. "They don't actually see it before
their own eyes."
See Glff, Page 23
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Table and chairs now take the place of the booth where Frank Giffs body was
found in 1959. On Oct. 20, guests sitting at the table said the light-up pumpkin
started to flicker when they began talking about Giff.

It's believed that people who enter the Pub, which resembles the Royal and
Ancient Golf Club at St And rews in Scotland, and acknowledge Giffs presence
will not be bothered by his spirit.

